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Abstract 

During the last third of the 20th century, Automatic Weather Stations (AWS) have 

gradually replaced manual observations systems in many places around the world. This 

transition has the potential to introduce a systematic bias (AWS bias) into climate time-

series when combined with measurements taken from manual (MAN) observing systems  

and constitutes one of the most striking problems which the climate community faces, as the 

quality and homogeneity of most global records is compromised. The objective of this  work 

is the statistical description bias and its minimisation from derived climate series. 

This study can be divided into four parts. In the first parts the transition to AWS is 

examined with the exceptionally long parallel records of Ebro Observatory (Roquetes, 

Spain), Fabra Observatory (Barcelona, Spain) and Murcia Observatory (Murcia, Spain) at 

the daily scale. For this part is found that the main characteristic of the AWS bias is highly 

dependent on the AWS installed.  

The second part demonstrates how the introduction of metrological calibration procedures 

can reduce or smooth the transition to AWS and give traceability and improve the quality 

and reliability of the temperature time-series. To achieve this, three field trials are installed. 

As result is concluded that the introduction of these procedures reduces the bias and 

improves the quality of the temperature time-series. 

In the third part, the bias is analysed at the hourly scale. Here it is noted that the calibrated 

AWS (AWSc) reduces the bias at this scale, but other factors like the different response 

time of both sensors has a high effect on the differences AWSc – MAN.  

In the fourth part, the traceability of the adjusted temperature series by estimating the 

combined homogenisation plus instrumental uncertainty is estimated. This study shows that 

the consideration of these uncertainties also has an effect on the long-term temperature 

trend.  

As described in the previous paragraphs , this PhD thesis attempts to combine three 

disciplines -metrology, climatology and meteorology- to deal with the complex problem of 

automatic weather station transition, as a contribution to the global climate community.  
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Resum 

Des de l’últim terç del segle XX, les estacions meteorològiques automàtiques (AWS) han 

anat reemplaçant gradualment els sistemes d’observació manuals a nivell global. Aquesta 

transició té el potencial d’introduir biaixos sistemàtics (AWS biax) a les series climàtiques 

quan aquestes estan combinades amb mesuraments fets amb sistemes de mesura manuals 

(MAN) i constitueix un dels problemes més importants als quals s’enfronta la comunitat 

climàtica, ja que la qualitat i homogeneïtat de la majoria de registres globals es veu 

compromesa. L’objectiu d’aquest treball és la descripció estadística del biaix i la seva 

minimització.  

Aquest estudi es pot dividir en quatre parts. En la primera part s’examina gràcies a les 

inusualment llargues mesures paral·leles (AWS-MAN) de l’Observatori de l’Ebre 

(Roquetes, Espanya), de l’Observatori Fabra (Barcelona, Espanya) i de l’Observatori de 

Murcia (Murcia, Espanya) a l’escala diària. D’aquesta part, es conclou que la principal 

característica del AWS biaix és que aquest depèn de l’AWS instal·lada.  

La segona part mostra com la introducció dels procediments metrològics de calibració 

redueixen o almenys suavitzen la transició a les AWS i donen traçabilitat a les dades, 

millorant la qualitat i la fiabilitat de les series de temperatura. Per analitzar aquestes 

hipòtesis, és van instal·lar tres experiments de camp. Concloent que la introducció d’aquests 

procediments redueix el biaix i millora la qualitat de les series temporals de temperatura.  

La tercera part, analitza el biaix a escala horària. S’observa que en aquest cas l’AWS 

calibrada (AWSc) a aquesta escala també redueix el biaix, però d’altres factors com el 

diferent temps de resposta dels sistemes té un efecte important en les diferències AWSc-

MAN.  

A la quarta part, s’aconsegueix donar traçabilitat a les series històriques de temperatura 

ajustades mitjançant l’estimació combinada de la incertesa instrumental més la de 

l’homogeneïtzació. Aquest estudi mostra com la consideració d’aquesta incertesa 

combinada també té un efecte sobre la tendència de les series de temperatura llargues.  

Com s’ha descrit, aquesta tesi doctoral intenta combinar tres disciplines – la climatologia, la 

metrologia i la meteorologia – per fer front a un problema complex, la transició a les 

estacions meteorològiques automàtiques, és una contribució a la comunitat climàtica global.  
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This chapter is divided into three parts. In the first section, the context of this thesis is 

presented; in the second section the aims and objectives are described; the third section 

describes the structure of this manuscript.  

1.1 – Context 

Climate is certainly a limiting factor for the environment and also for the development of 

most human activities. It is very important to study the climate to understand its current and 

future changes in order to develop adaptation measures and to try to minimise the negative 

effects of climate variability and human induced climate change. Despite these factors, we 

should first know how the climate has evolved in the past and how the different components 

were affected as well as the feedbacks between the different components.  

Fortunately, interest in the climate and climate changes studies has increased  in the last 

decades. In part for the implications that climate changes have on the environment but also 

on the different economic activities. The IPCC with the publication of the different 

Assessment Reports, the scientific contributions and the interest from the media in recent 

years, give more visibility to the problem and obviously, the constant consequences of a 

world in change have increased the interest of the general public on this topic. For all of 

these reasons, climate change is one of the hot topics in high level agendas, which means a 

constant and continuous demand for improved climate data and improved climate analysis. 

When discussing climate change issues, temperature is indeed the most studied variable.  

The first thermometer was invented by Galilelo Ga lilei (1564-1642) in 1597 improved later 

by Ferdinand II De’Medici, the Gra nd Duke of Tuscany, in close collaboration (1610-

1670), who was the founder of the first meteorological network in the second half of the 

XVII century (Camuffo, 2002, 2010).  The main characteristic of this first network was the 

accuracy to try to maintain the same measurement conditions across all stations. In this 

way, they do not only designed a network, they aslo gave some instructions on how to do 

the observations: the same type of thermometer, with the same (or the most similar) 
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thermometer exposure conditions, and also with the same observation practice (e.g., 

observation hours, regularity of the daily observations).  

Since this first meteorological network, especially in Europe we can find others pre 

industrial climate time-series that in some cases maintain continuous observations to the 

present day. There are several stations in the Greater Alpine Region (GAR) (Auer et al., 

2007, Böhm et al. , 2001 and 2009), in Central England (Manley G. 1974, Parker et al., 

1992), in Italy (Brunetti et al., 2006, Buffoni et al. , 1996 or Maugeri et al. , 2002), in 

Sweden (Bergström et al., 2002 or Moberg et al., 2002) and also some series out of Europe, 

for example, in Australia (Ashcroft et al. , 2012) or India that those stations started before 

the industrialisation in the 19th century. These datasets are very important to study the effect 

of industrialisation. After industrialisation, the number of stations increased, and we have a 

large number of climate data series that started in the second half of the 19th century, as is 

the case for the Spanish dataset, SDATS (Brunet et al., 2006) or the Australian dataset 

(Ashcroft et al., 2014). In America and Africa most part of the observations starts in the 20th 

century, although we can find several observations that starts at the end of 19th century. 

These historical networks are a reliable treasure for the study of climate. The real increase 

in the number of meteorological stations was with the introduction of the automatic weather 

stations (AWS). 

These historical climatological time-series are regularly affected by random and/or 

systematic biases or inhomogeneities. A homogeneous climate time-series is that in which 

the time variations shown are mainly forced by weather and climate factors.  Climate time-

series homogeneity has been a hot topic since Conrad and Pollak (1950) showed the impact 

of diverse artificial biases in the observed records and the importance of ensuring their 

homogeneity through statistical homogenisation. Since the 1950s , the scientific community 

developed many homogenisation methods (Peterson et al., 1998).  Common causes having 

the potential to induce breakpoints (BP) in time-series homogeneity have been associated 

with relocations, changes in instrumentation and their exposure, changes in surroundings or 

in the observing procedures and schedules (Peterson et al. , 1998; Aguilar et al. , 2003). 

Among these causes, the worldwide changeover to automatic observing systems, especially 

AWS, has gathered much attention since its initial deployment (Anyuan et al., 2006; 

Milewska et al. 2002; Quayle et al. , 1991; Wendland et al. , 1993). Weather station 

automation has enabled a remarkable increase in the spatial and temporal resolution of 

meteorological observations and in real-time data availability (Fiebrich et al., 2009), but this 
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change has also incorporated systematic biases in temperature series that compromise their 

homogeneity and, therefore, it has reduced their robustness and reliability.  

Recently, the EU-Cost Action HOME "Advances in homogenisation methods of climate 

series: an integrated approach" tested most of the currently available methods in a blind 

experiment against a realistically simulated benchmark (Venema et al., 2012).  

The most efficient approaches are the relative methods that involve comparisons between 

the candidate time-series and a set of reference series from nearby and well-correlated 

stations or with an estimated reference time-series using also nearby and well-related 

records for its generation (Venema et al., 2012). This procedure considers the candidate and 

references series as having the same climate characteristics and the biases they contain are 

not simultaneous in their occurrence. For this, it is difficult to homogenise the different 

transitions in the observation conditions, as from the manual (MAN) to automatic weather 

stations (AWS) measurements, because in general, this transition (the same for other types 

of transitions, like changes on screen, relocations to airports) occurs at the same time in a 

network. To deal with this type of transitions, the common procedure is the study of the 

specific biases through parallel measurement series. 

Many National Meteorological and Hydrological services (NMHs) do not apply standard 

metrological procedures to periodically calibrate their temperature measurement systems 

regarding the standard metrological procedures. Besides, it is not usual that studies based on 

temperature time-series consider the uncertainty estimation of the temperature measurement 

systems. For those reasons, the quality of these time-series can be compromised by the 

quality and the homogeneity and also by not adopting metrological procedures to ensure 

measurements traceability.  

In addition, most of the currently available homogenisation methods have not integrated and 

analysed uncertainties associated with each estimated adjustments. Only a few studies have 

tried to determine the uncertainty of data homogenisation and analyse the goodness of 

adjustments, as is the case of Brohan et al. (2006), Willet et al. (2013, 2014) or Zhang et al.  

(2012). This PhD thesis intends to contribute to solve these problems.  
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1.2 – Research aims and objectives  

The thesis hypothesis states that transition to the AWS introduces a bias to the temperature 

time-series. Different authors have analysed parallel records and found some differences 

between the older manual (MAN) and the new AWS observations. Thus, our principal 

objective is to analyse these differences and extract the characteristics of the AWS b ias 

introduced in air-temperature time-series. The novelty of this thesis respect to the other 

studies that deal with this AWS bias is to study this transition not only from the 

climatological (statistical approach) point of view, but also by introducing metrological 

procedures (experimental approach) and the metrological knowledge in order to understand 

better what a measurement is and how to improve these measurements to minimise or 

smooth the AWS transition. The second objective is to give a complete traceability to the 

historical time-series to improve their reliability to the climate and climate change studies. 

To achieve these goals, the scientific and technical specific objectives can be divided in 

three blocks:  

1.  Statistical analysis of the AWS-MAN transition using historical air-temperature 

time-series without the introduction of the metrological standard procedures: 

 Detectation of homogeneous subperiods in the parallel measurements. 

 Characterise the AWS-MAN transition with the homogeneous sub-periods 

(HSP) determined by the previous sub-objective, at a daily scale. This analysis 

will involve not only the mean differences, but also the differences associated 

with extreme temperatures and different weather conditions. 

2.  Analysis of the introduction of the metrological procedures to minimise first the 

AWS-MAN transition and secondly, to give traceability to the historical 

temperature time-series.  

 Installation and exploitation of an AWS in a historical site (more than 100 years 

of air-temperature measurements). 

 Management of the field trial and maintain the AWS in standard conditions, 

collecting, organising and conducting quality control of the different parallel 

measurements.  
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 Evaluation the advantages of the introduction of the metrological standard 

procedures to the AWS measurements, at the daily scale. 

 Characterisation of the AWS-MAN transition with the double comparison 

AWS calibrated (AWSc) – MAN, AWS uncalibrated (AWSu) – MAN at daily 

scale. As in the previous block, the daily mean differences if not a lso the 

differences will be analysed as well as the differences associated with the 

extreme temperatures and different weather conditions.  

 Characterisation of the AWSc – MAN differences at hourly scale, due to the 

different temperature measurement systems and observation conditions. 

3.  The integration of the metrological and climatological methodologies in order to 

ensure a complete traceability and uncertainty budget of air-temperature time-series.  

 Homogenisation of the montly maximum and minimum air-temeperature series 

of Moncalieri (1866-2012) 

 Development of a preliminary approach to determine the homogenisation plus 

measurement uncertainty.  
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1.3 – Thesis structure 

This thesis is divided into eight chapters plus appendices. This first chapter contains the 

research context and the research aims and objectives.  

Chapter 2 – The air temperature time-series – is also divided into four parts. Metrological 

concepts are introduced, together with the standard metrological procedures that can help to 

improve the reliability of the air-temperature time-series. Related with this, the second sub-

section of chapter 2 is the metrology of temperature measurements, including information 

about the device for the air-temeparture measurements and how to give traceability to these 

measurements with the application of the standard metrological procedures. The third sub-

section is the background of other studies that use parallel measurements to assess another 

type of transition, and that deals with this AWS-MAN bias. In the last sub-section identified 

research gaps are discussed.  

In Chapter 3 – Field trials, data and methodology - there is information about the field 

trials designed for this thesis and for the MeteoMet/REG5 project, as well as data and 

methodology applied in this thesis. The data and methodology sub-sections are organised 

following the order of the results chapters (Figure 1.1). 

The results are then organised in the next four chapters: 

 Chapter 4 – Assessing the statistical characteristics of the AWSu – MAN differences, 

presents three Spanish parallel measurements (Ebro observatory, Fabra observatory and 

Murcia observatory) to give the main characteristics of these differences.  

 Chapter 5 – Can the metrological approach improve the quality of the temperature time-

series? – Daily data. In this chapter the data of the three field trials are used, in order to 

provide replies to the following two questions: can metrology improve the quality and 

reliability of the temperature time-series? Finally, can the introduction of the standard 

metrological procedures minimise or even smoth the AWS bias? 

 Chapter 6 - Assessing the differences AWSc – MAN at hourly scale. This chapter 

discusses the characteristics of the AWSc - MAN bias at the hourly scale  

 Chapter 7 – Giving traceability to the historical temperature series, gives a first 

approximation of the complex problem of providing traceability to the individual 
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historical temperature measurements combining the homogenisation plus instrumental 

uncertainties 

In the last chapter 8, there are the conclusion, the discussion and some ideas further work. 

 

Figure 1.1: Thesis schematic. In the second level the different results chapters and in the 

third level the data used to assess the questions of every chapter 
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Chapter 2  – The air temperature time-series 
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This chapter is divided into three parts. First, some basic concepts and procedures of 

metrology are explained. Second, it is described how to apply these concepts and 

procedures so as to improve the reliability of air temperature time-series. Third, it is 

explained the impact of the AWS and other types of transitions on air temperature time-

series. And lastly, from the previous parts some research gaps are identified.  

2.1 – Metrology 

Metrology is the science of measurements and its application (JCGM, 2012). The 

metrological community is in charge of defining and maintaining the international units 

system and their standards. Therefore, the introduction of metrological procedures can 

improve the measurement of temperature or any other climatic variable ensuring the 

measurement traceability. Only adopting these procedures can allow the comparability of 

different measurements and the regional and global climate time-series comparability.  

Metrology became a discipline in 1875 when the Convention du Metre was signed and the 

Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM) was funded. The BIPM together with 

the National Metrological Instituts (NMIs) are responsible for maintaining the 

International System of Units (SI) in a way to ensure that the units will be stable over time  

and, most importantly, uniform worldwide to permit the comparability of the 

measurements among nations.  

The World Meteorological Organisaton (WMO) and the BIPM started a joint cooperation 

study in 2010 to encourage the adoption of metrological procedures in both conventional 

and automatic observing systems. In this way, the Guide to Meteorological Instruments 

and Methods of Observations (WMO, 2010) elaborate d by the WMO Commission for 

Instruments and Methods of Observations (CIMO) includes some of the definitions from 

the International Vocabulary of Basic and General Terms in Metrology (JCGM, 2012) 

developed by the Joint Committee for Guides in Metrology (JCGM).  
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2.1.1 – What is a measurement? 

The JCGM 2012 guide defines measurement as the process of experimentally obtaining 

one or more quantity values that can reasonably be attributed to a quantity.  Then, the 

objective of a measurement is to determine the value of some quantity and the result of 

this measurement should be  such as: number + uncertainty + measurement unit (e. g.: 21.6 

± 0.1 ºC). We understand quantity as the property of a phenomenon, body or substance, 

where the property has a magnitude that can be expressed as a number and a reference 

(JCGM, 2012). And a measurand is quantity intended to be measured.  

In every measurement we have to ensure the measurement reliability, so the measurement 

result should be independent of the instrument, of the measurement method, of the 

measurement procedure and of the conditions under which the measurement is carried out. 

The confidence in the correctness of the measurement is based on international 

agreements, continuous checks and quality control. 

The metadata of measurements also have to give information about the measurement 

procedure, the measurement principle (as for example the thermoelectric effect applied to 

the measurement of temperature), the measurement method (direct or indirect) and any 

calculation applied to obtain a measurement result. 

The measurement can therefore be characterised by different factors: 

 The measurement accuracy and measurement precision (Table 2.1): the first 

term refers to the closeness between a measured quantity value and the true 

quantity value of a measurand, and it is a qualitative term. It cannot be expressed 

as a quantity. On the other side, the measurement precision refers to the agreement 

between measured values obtained by repeated measurements under the same or 

similar conditions.  
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Table 2.1: Difference between measurement accuracy and measurement precision 

shown by the distribution of golf balls depending on a high and low accuracy and 

a high and a low precision 

 

 The repeatability and reproducibility of measurement (Table 2.2). Repeatability 

refers to the closeness of agreement between the results of successive 

measurements of the same measurand carried out under the same measurement 

conditions and with the same procedure. Reproducibility is the closeness of 

agreement between the results of different measurements of the same measurand 

but carried out under different measurement conditions with -different 

measurement methods, observers, measurement instrument, measurement time, 

etc.  

Table 2.2: Difference between repeatability and reproducibility condition of 

measurement  
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2.1.2 – Instrument device 

A measurement instrument is a device used for making measurements (JCGM, 2012). 

Sometimes the measurement instrument can be used alone, such as the liquid-in-glass 

thermometers, or in other cases, the measurement is taken by different devices and, can be 

composed by using a measuring instrument plus another components, where all parts form 

the measuring system, as the AWS. 

Different factors characterises the measuring instruments and measuring systems (JCGM, 

2012): 

 The measuring interval is the set of values of quantities of the same measurand 

that can be measured by a measuring instrument or measuring system under 

specified conditions. 

 The limiting operating conditions  are the extreme operating conditions in which 

a measuring instrument or measuring system can work without any damage or 

degradation. 

 The step response time is the duration between the instant in which a quantity 

value of a measuring system changes and the instant when the indication varies 

and maintains within specific limits around its final steady value.  

 The resolution is the smallest quantity variation being measured that can be 

perceived by the measuring instrument or measuring system (it is the last digit in a 

digital instruments and it is generally the half scale interval in an analogic 

instrument).  

 The sensitivity is the relationship between the change in sensor response and the 

corresponding variation in a value of a quantity being measured.  

 Stability of a measuring system and the instrumental drift. The stability is ability 

of the measuring instrument or measuring system to maintain its constant 

metrological characteristics in time (the more stability a measuring instrument has, 

the more spaced the periodic calibration can be). The instrumental drift is the 

continuous or incremental change over time in measurements due to changes in 

metrological properties of the measuring instrument or measuring system. 
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 The hysteresis is the dependence of the measuring instrument or measuring 

system on thermal cycles, or on the previous temperature. For example, the 

hysteresis of a maximum and minimum liquid-in-glass thermometer is generally 

larger than the hysteresis of a Pt100 resistance.  

 The linearity is the accuracy of response over a measurement range.  

2.1.2 – Calibration and traceability 

The WMO (2010) indicates that the calibration is an operation that, under specified 

conditions, tries to establish a relation between the observations taken by the sensor under 

scrutiny and the reference sensor. Using this information, one can establish a relationship 

between both to correct the observations taken by the sensor under scrutiny (Bertiglia et 

al., 2015). 

This standard procedure is not the same as with in-situ comparison, the most common 

procedure in most national weather services (Lopardo et al., 2012). These on site 

comparison are only a verification that the sensor is working appropriately. In the case of 

a sensor malfunction or larger differences between the two, the sensor is generally 

replaced by a new one or a correction is applied, losing the data traceability and 

introducing possible BPs in the data-series. The calibration, in the case of the temperature 

sensors should be done in a climatic chamber, in order to try to correct the observations 

and to maintain the instrument in a proper working state. In addition, the calibration 

should cover the temperature range that the instrument has to cover. Conversely, 

comparisons are usually done only for a limited range of values and the instrument cannot 

be corrected. Therefore, calibration of the temperature sensors is required to guarantee the 

traceability of the measurements and to improve their quality.  

The CIMO Guide defines traceability as a property of the result of a measurement or the 

value of a standard whereby it can be related to stated references, usually national or 

international standards, thorough an unbroken chain of comparisons all having stated 

uncertainties (WMO, 2010). In other words, metrological traceability is a straightforward 

connection between a measurement made in the field and a measurement made in a 

calibration chamber following the national pattern. Traceability ensures that different 

instrumentation in use in different countries at different times produces reliable, 

repeatable, compatible and comparable measurement results. Moreover, these 
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measurements are metrologically traceable and linked to the internationally accepted 

measurement reference. Therefore, calibration of the temperature sensors is required to 

guarantee the traceability of the measure ments and enables full confidence in the 

measurements results and in its time-series. Figure 2.1 provides a traceability diagram, 

which illustrates the unbroken chain of comparisons from the Unit Definition of 

International System of Units (SI) to the Measuring System and as an illustration the 

traceability diagram of a Platinum Resistance Temperature (PRT) sensor.  

 

Figure 2.1: Traceability diagram for the Measuring System (in this case, a Platinum 

Resistance Temperature (PRT) sensor) showing the unbroken chain of comparisons from 

the Unit Definition of International System of Units (SI) (the International Temperature 

Scale of 1990 (ITS-90)). See section 2.1.2 for more details. 

There are different types of metrological laboratories, classified hierarchically according  

the measuring standard quality. The primary or national laboratories are the ones that have 

the primary national standard and the national measurement standards. The secondary or 

intermediate laboratories are typically the university or research centres laboratories. 

Finally, industrial laboratories are those in the factories for quality control checks and 

prototype tests.  

There are also different measurement standards, which are classified hierarchically as 

well. The Primary measurement standard is established by using a primary reference 

measurement procedure or created as an artefact depending on the quantity. In the case of 

temperature, the Primary National Standard are the Fixed Point Cells. These fixed point 

Unit 
Definition 

SI
• ITS - 90

Primary 
National 
Standard

• Fixed Point Cells

Secondary 
National 

Standards

• SPRT 25Ω calibration in Fixed Point 
Cells

Working 
Standards

• Working Standard 
calibration against SPRT

Measuring 
System

• PRT sensor calibration 
against Working Standard
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cells are stabilised to the different fixed temperature points defined by the International 

Temperature Scale 1990 (ITS-90). Figure 2.2 shows a picture and a diagram of a water 

triple point cell. These cells are cylindrical quartz glass containers that reproduce the triple 

point temperature (0.01 ºC) in which water can exist with its solid, liquid and gas phases 

in equilibrium.  

 

Figure 2.2: Picture of a water triple point cell and diagram of this cell. Image source: 

www.campbellsci.com (last visit: June 2016) 

The Secondary Measurement Standard is established through calibration with respect to 

a Primary Measurement Standard. In the case of temperature calibration, the secondary 

measurement standard is a Standard P latinum Resistance Thermometer 25Ω (SPRT 25Ω), 

which must be free of mechanical tensions and made of pure platinum (Figure 2.3).  

  

Figure 2.3: Picture of a Standard Platinum Resistance Thermometer (SPRT 25Ω). Image 

source: INRiM 

The Working Measurement Standard is calibrated with respect to a Secondary 

Measurement Standard and is routinely used to calibrate or verify measuring systems. The 
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measuring system or measuring instrument is calibrated with the working measurement 

standard; Figure 2.4 shows a conventional P latinum Resistance Thermometer 100 Ω 

(PT100).  

 

Figure 2.4: Platinum Resistance Thermometer (Pt100). Pt100 installed in Ebro 

Observatory field trial. Source image: A. Gilabert 

Through this unbroken chain of comparisons, the calibration procedure is generated an 

uncertainty that have to be considered to give a complete traceability to a measurement. 

2.1.3 – The Uncertainty 

The JCGM, 2012 defines measurement uncertainty as a non-negative parameter 

characterising the dispersion of the quantity values being attributed to a measurand based 

on the information used. In other words, the uncertainty given to the result of a 

measurement is a quantitative indication of the quality of the results, without which, we 

cannot compare the results with other reference values or with other measurements. In all 

the cases, a measurement result has to be expressed by a single measured quantity value 

and its measurement uncertainty.  

We cannot confuse measurement uncertainty with measurement error (Table 2.3), because 

a measurement error is the difference between the measured value and the true value 

whereas the uncertainty is a quantification of the doubt about the measurement results. 

Thus, errors can be corrected, for example with the application of the calibration results  

and the uncertainty only can be estimate. And the uncertainty gives as information about 

the accuracy of the measurement system or measurement instrument.  
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Table 2.3: A shematic illustrating the difference between measurement error and 

measurement uncertainty. Is shown that the distribution of the observations depending on 

the low and high error and low and high uncertainty.  The dashed blue line indicates the 

true value. 

 

Generally the evaluation of the uncertainty budget is based on the probability distribution 

and composed by different components that can be classified as two types according to the 

way that they are estimated. 

 The Type A uncertainty is based on the results of any valid statistical method for 

treating data and is estimated by using a measure of the spread of the observations 

to quantify the random effects of the measurement. Type A uncertainty is, 

therefore, the result of the analysis of repeated observations.  

 On the contrary, the Type B uncertainty is the method used to assess uncertainty 

by means other than the statistical analysis of series of observations evaluated by a 

Type A uncertainty. We can distinguish two ways for the analysis of the Type B 

uncertainties: the estimation of the uncertainty based on the external information, 

such as from past experience, manufacturer specifications; or calibrations 

certificates, or what can be gained from an assumed distribution. 

However, the metrological community is debating on a future different classification of 

uncertainties that overcomes the currently limited Type A and Type B definitions.  
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2.2 – Metrology of temperature measurements  

According to WMO (1992) air temperature is defined as the temperature indicated by a 

thermometer exposed to the air in a place sheltered from direct solar radiation”. This 

implies there are mainly two factors influencing air-temperature measurements: the 

thermometric measurement system and its radiation shield, which both have to ensure a 

correct coupling with the atmosphere (Hubbard et al., 2005). So largely, the reliability of 

air temperature measurements is determined by the quality of the thermometric 

measurement systems. This denotes the need for standardising these measurements and 

ensuring their traceability to the international standards. In this way, the WMO Guide 

2010, explains the general requirements for meteorological instruments is that these 

should be able to maintain known uncertainty over a long period. This is much better than 

having a high level of initial confidence (meaning a low uncertainty value) that cannot be 

retained for long under operational conditions.  

2.2.1 – The International Temperature Scale of 1990 (ITS-90) 

ITS-90 defines the unit of temperature and the way to realise the temperature scale in 

different sub-ranges (Preston-Thomas, 1990). ITS-90 has been constructed in such a way 

that for any given temperature , the numerical value given from this scale (an empirical 

value) is a close approximation to the numerical value of the thermodynamic temperature 

(based on invariant physical laws) according to best estimates at the time the scale was 

adopted. For this reason, the scale is periodically updated. The previous versions date back  

to 1927, 1948 and 1968.  

ITS-90 covers the temperature range from 0.65 K to the highest temperature the Planck 

radiation law states can be measurable. The ITS-90 is composed of different ranges and 

sub-ranges throughout each T90 (Kelvin temperature) are defined. Some of these ranges or 

sub-ranges overlap, so in these cases, we dispose of different definitions of T90. Generally, 

it is maintained from the triple point of mercury (-38.8344 ºC) to the freezing point of 

silver (961.78 ºC). Figure 2.5 shows the diagram of the different fixed points that define 

the ITS-90. The fixed points are based on various thermodynamic equilibrium states of 

different pure chemical elements, most of them based on stable temperature during phase 

transition, as these fixed points are reproducible and repeatable. The triple point of water 

(0.01 ºC) is the most important fixed point. 
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The unbroken chain of comparisons shows that the SPRT25Ω thermometers are calibrated 

from different fixed point cells and using interpolation function of the different fixed 

points. The meteorological range is between the triple point of mercury (-38.8344 ºC) and 

freezing point of indium (156.5985 ºC). The temperature is determined in terms of the 

ration of resistance R(T90) at temperature T90 and the resistance R(273.16K) at the triple 

point of water: W(T90) = 
𝑅(𝑇90)

𝑅(273.16𝐾)
  (Eq. 2.1) and the interpolation function are defined 

according to the range of temperatures.  

 From -200 to 0ºC: Rt = R0 [1 + A t + B t2 + C (t-100) t3]                             (Eq. 2.2) 

 From 0 to 850 ºC: Rt = R0 (1 + A t + B t 2)                                                   (Eq. 2.3) 

where: A= 3.90802.10-3 ºC-1; B = -5.802.10-7 ºC-2; C = -4.27350.10-12 ºC-4 

 

Figure 2.5: Diagram of the most important fixed points that defines the International 

Temperature Scale of 1990 (ITS-90). The most important is the Water’s triple point. Image 

source: www.electro-optical.com (last visit: June 2016) 
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2.2.2 – From the liquid-in-glass thermometers to the PT100 

Form the first thermoscope of Galileo Galilei to current temperature sensors there has 

been a continuous evolution of the temperature instruments. All of these thermometers are 

contact thermometers that are based on the principle of change of some of their 

characteristics as a result of a change of temperature. We can classify temperature 

measurement instruments depending on the sensitive element:  

a.  Liquid-in-glass Thermometers 

These thermometers are the first uses and rely on the expansion of a liquid; the 

liquid volume depends on the temperature changes. Depending on the temperature 

range in which the thermometer operate, the liquid used is different, generally 

mercury or alcohol. The main parts of a liquid-in-glass thermometer (Figure 2.6) are 

the bulb, the liquid column, the scale, the stem, the meniscus, the capillary tube and 

the expansion chamber.  

 

Figure 2.6: Image of a Fuess Liquid-in-glass thermometer. This image shows the 

following different parts of this type of thermometer: the bulb, the stem, the scale, 

the liquid column, the capillary tube and the expansion chamber. Image source: 

Fuess 

For meteorological observations, we can distinguish four thermometers: the 

ordinary thermometers, the maximum and minimum liquid-in-glass thermometers 

and the soil thermometers. The ordinary liquid-in-glass thermometer registers the 

instantaneous temperature.  

Conversely, the maximum thermometer has a constriction in the tube near the bulb. 

When the temperature increases, the mercury expands and passes this constriction 

but when the temperature decreases it cannot return to the bulb, so it marks the 

maximum temperature. The minimum thermometers contain an enamel index in the 

liquid. This index is forced to move with the bulb when the temperature decreases, 
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but then, when the temperature increases this index cannot move, marking the 

minimum temperature (Figure 2.7).  

 

Figure 2.7: Fuess maximum and minimum liquid-in-glass thermometers, installed in 

Ebro Observatory. Source image: A.Gilabert 

Some advantages of these thermometers are the ir easy of use, the most economical 

price, the high repeatability and the fact that a power supply is not required. On the 

contrary, some significant disadvantages are the need to conduct manual readings, 

the maximum and minimum liquid-in-glass thermometer is required to be reset 

every day. The observations also cannot be automated, which introduces 

subjectivity on the readings and finally, the limited observational frequency.  

b. Mechanical thermographs 

The thermograph is usually composed of a pen, a revolving cylinder and a bi-metal 

strip. The sensitive element due to the temperature changes is the bi-metal strip that 

bends depending on the temperature, expands with increasing temperatures and 

contracts with decreasing temperature.  

An amplification system then transmits these tiny movements to the tip of the arm. 

In this tip of the arm there is a pen that draws the variations over the band. The last 

part of the system is this band that rolls on a drum which rotates driven by a 

clockwork system, allowing the user to know the temperature in every moment.  

Figure 2.8 shows a thermograph in which we can see the different parts that make 

up the temperature measurement system.  
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Figure 2.8: A thermohygrograph. We can see the arm and the pen, the band and the 

drum that rotates driven by a clockwork system. Source image: Ebro Observatory  

This system also has some strengths and weakness. The main strength with respect 

to the thermometers are that this system records the temperature continuously and 

automatically. The main weakness is the maintenance of this system which is more 

complicated than for the thermometers, because weekly, it is necessary to change 

the band manually, and experimental staff member has to put the pen in the correct 

location and the time control, there are not any external signal.   

c. Electrical thermometers 

The electrical thermometers , as a result of their ability to provide an output signal 

that can be stored, transmitted or/and sent remotely. They also give the possibility to 

increase the number of temperature stations and especially measure the temperatures 

in remote places.  

Basically there are two types of electrical thermometers (WMO, 2010): the 

thermocouples and the electrical resistance thermometers.  

 The thermocouples are the first electrical thermometers, which were discovered 

in 1821 by Seebeck. The thermocouples consist of two wires of different metals. 

The extremes of these wires are welded together, creating a junction. This 

junction is used to measure the temperature. When the temperature changes, 

also the junction has a change and a voltage is generated. This voltage can be 

transformed to a temperature with a thermocouple reference tables. There are 

different types of thermocouples according to the metals used.  
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 The electrical resistance thermometers are the more commonly used nowadays. 

The type of sensitive element in this kind of thermometer is a resistance that 

varies in a known manner with the temperature variations.  Generally, the most 

frequent resistance material is platinum, because it is very stable, precise, linear, 

easy to obtain in a pure state, ductile and resistant to corrosion. Other metals 

used are copper and nickel. Copper is stable and inexpensive but has a lower 

sensitivity, whereas nickel has lower resolution than the platinum. The platinum 

resistance name is PtX, as Pt is the chemical symbol of platinum and X the 

resistance value in ohms at 0ºC, Pt 100, Pt 25, Pt 1000. This resistance has to 

accomplish some requirements, such as:  

o Its physical and chemical properties should remain unalterable through the 

temperature measurement range. 

o Its resistance has to react without any discontinuity to the temperature 

increase – decrease through the temperature measurement range. 

o Its resistance cannot be altered by external influences such as humidity or 

corrosion. 

o Its metrological characteristics will be stable over a large period, around one 

to two years. After this period, they should be recalibrated. 

2.2.3 – What is an Automatic Weather Station 

We see that the electrical thermometers allow us to record the output signal, store the data 

and give us the possibility to transfer the observa tion remotely. Nevertheless, these 

electrical thermometers are only the sensitive ele ment, other parts make up the 

temperature (and/or other climatic variables) measurement systems.  

The WMO, 1992 defines AWS as a meteorological station at which observations are 

made and transmitted automatically. 

The apparition of the AWS has really marked a turning point in the meteorological 

observations. They give us the possibility to increase not only the spatial resolution but 

also the temporal resolution. No doubt that societies benefit from the density and time 

resolution of AWSs, but when they replace long-term manual records, the time series used 

by climatologist degradate and become inhomogeneous.  
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The main strengths of these AWS are the real-time continuous observations (0-24 h 365 

days), automatic data archiving, higher resolution, free from subjectivity, access to 

archived data remotely or data collection from remote sites and harsh environments.  

Their mains weaknesses are the impossibility to observe some of the parameters, such as 

the clouds type and average, the need of more frequent maintenance and calibration, 

compared to manual systems, and the need of well trained technicians for the start-up and 

maintenance and the high cost of instrumentation and operation.  

The AWS are composed by different parts. To see as a graphical form the various 

components, in the annexes (A.1 – Ebro Observatory temperature measurement systems 

installed, page 194): 

a. The sensor.  

Usually, for the temperature observations, the AWS are equipped by a pure metal 

resistance thermometer, generally this metal is platinum, a Pt100 for their good 

long-term stability.  

b. The Central Processing Unit (CPU). 

The other most important part is the CPU. The main functions of this unit are: data 

acquisition, data processing and data transmission. These functions can be done 

only by one micropocessor-based system or by different units. Generally, this unit is 

located in the meteorological garden as closest to the sensors as possible. 

 The data acquisition hardware is also composed by two parts. The signal 

conditioning and the data acquisition function. The signal conditioning is one 

of the critical parts, it’s composed by the sensor cables, is very important to 

avoid the unwanted noise. The data acquisition function consist in translate the 

sensor output to a signal readable by a computer, which is generally done by an 

Analog to Digital Converter (A/D converter) 

 The data processing is carried out by the CPU or by the sensor interface of by 

the combination of both. The main function of this part is control the 

input/output of data. Some of the operations are the initialisation, the sampling 

and filtering, raw data conversion, quality control, data storage, data display. 
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 The data transmission, there are different ways to connect the CPU’s and the 

way chosen have to take into account especially the distance between the 

elements. Can be only real time communication (cabled communication) or  

also wireless communication (radio modem). 

c. Other basic components  

The most important, and in some cases the limiting factor is the power supply, 

sometimes it can be generated by solar panels if the station is in remote sites, but it’s 

very important to maintain a continuous power supply and protect the AWS for 

damages. Other basics components  can be the RS485 to RS232 converters or 

another type of converters. 

2.2.4 – Temperature instruments and measurement systems calibration, giving 

traceability to air temperature time-series 

As is explained in the previous section, the calibration procedure is crucial to ensure that 

the measurement system or instrument system is free of errors but also to give traceability 

to the data, a very important fact, especially to ensure the comparability of our results  

between different measurement systems.  

Mainly, the calibration can be done: in a liquid bath or in a climatic chamber. For the 

latest, we also can found the portable climatic chamber. This liquid bath and climatic 

chambers keep measured quantities (in our case temperature) stable during the calibration 

procedure in each measuring point and uniform into the chambers.  

The goal of the climatic chambers is that the instrument is calibrated under more similar 

operation conditions than if it’s calibrated into a bath. On the other side, in the last years, 

there are developed different portable climatic chambers that allow us in situ calibration 

campaigns (Lopardo et al., 2015).  

As seen with the traceability diagram (Figure 2.1), the calibration of the Pt100 can be done 

by compassion with a working standard or another standard like the SPRT25Ω to reduce 

the calibration uncertainty; this will be the reference instrument. For the calibration, we 

also need a data acquisition unit (for the reference instrument), generally a multimeters.  

One of the most important factors during the calibration is the controlled temperature 

medium; this means that not into a bath, not into a climatic chamber, the temperature is 
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completely stable in time and homogeneous all over its volume. So one of the limiting 

factors is the time stability and spatial homogeneity, which is the gradient observed into a 

climatic chamber.  

For the calibration we have to define the number and the distribution of the measuring 

points. For example, for a temperature measurement range from -10 ºC to 40 ºC, we can 

define 6 measuring points every 10 ºC (-10 ºC, 0 ºC, 10 ºC, 20 ºC, 30 ºC and 40 ºC). 

Another important point to define is the number of repeatability and frequency of 

measurement in each measuring points (for example 10 measurements and the frequency 

every minute). For all of this, it’s obtained a correction linked to the calibration standard.  

The main sources of calibration uncertainty are due to the resolution of calibrated 

instrument, repeatability, time stability and spatial homogeneity of calibration bath or 

climatic chamber and uncertainty contribution of data acquisition unit.  

However, to assess a complete air-temperature measurement uncertainty (the 

measurement uncertainty) is necessary to consider others sources of uncertainty. For 

example the uncertainty related with the screen, the uncertainty related with the siting, 

observation practice… Consequently, the investigation on this topic has to continue and 

also the joint work between the three communities: metrological, climatological and 

meteorological.   
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2.3 – The impact of the transition to automatic weather observing systems in 

temperature series 

Being aware of the potential impact over the homogeneity of long-term records that the 

transition from MAN to AWS observing systems can have on the combined series using 

both sources of data, the WMO - CIMO recommend to conduct parallel observations to 

ensure a smooth transition to the new observing system (WMO, 2010). Therefore, long 

records with historical temperature observations provide a valuable opportunity to assess 

the impact of the AWS. 

2.3.1 – Assessing the non-climatic inhomogeneities through the study of parallel 

measurements. 

With the relative homogenisation methods it is difficult to adjust inhomogeneities 

occuring almost simoultaneously across a network, such as instrument replacement, times 

of observations or sitting changes. But these types of inhomogeneities also have an 

important impact on the studies of daily extremes because some of them have a larger 

effect on the tails of the distribution than on the mean. One of the ways to avoid this 

impact is the study of this type of non-climatic inhomogeneities through parallel 

measurements. With simultaneous observations we can determine the magnitude and size 

of the differences between the old and the new measurement conditions and attempt to 

correct or minimise these inhomogeneities.  

To this end, a Parallel Observations Science Team (POST) 

(http://www.surfacetemperatures.org/databank/parallel_measurements) is currently being 

established as part of the International Surface Temperature Initiative (ISTI) 

(http://www.surfacetemperatures.org/) to compile a global database with parallel 

measurements to try to study these types of inhomogeneities. This initiative plus the 

recommendations of the WMO to use parallel measurements to assess the differences in 

the automation or another changes on the observation conditions, shows the usefulness of 

the studies based on parallel measurements. 

Several studies of non-climatic changes using parallel measurements at local or regional 

scale have been published in recent years. Early, the parallel measurements are the base to 

the study of the measurement differences according different shelters. Its good know that 

before the internationalisation of the Stevenson Screens different shelters were used, so 
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there have been different studies that try to minimise the impact the transition between the 

different older thermometer screens and the standard Stevenson Screen.  

In this way, Brunet et al. (2011) try to minimise the screen bias between Montsouri and 

Stevenson Screen by doing an exploratory statistical analysis to determine the principal 

characteristics of the bias and then develop a regression model to minimise this bias. 

Slonosky 2014 explores the differences between the north wall exposures and the 

sheltered readings in Canada. Nordli et al. (1997) studied differences between different 

screens used in the North Atlantic region. Auchmann and Bröimann (2012) studied the 

impact of the change from the Wild to the Stevenson Screens on the homogeneity of the 

temperature time-series. Or Buisan et al. (2015) studied the differences on the daily 

temperature measurements due to the different size of the Stevenson Screen, compare the 

observations taken into a medium-sized and large-sized Stevenson Screens in Spain.  

While Van der Meulen and Brandsma, (2008) and Brandsma and Van der Meulen, (2008) 

analyse the differences between different thermometer screens through the parallel 

measurements. These studies show the importance of using parallel measurements to 

study and correct or minimise some specific biases introduced by the changeover of 

measurement conditions. Furthemore, Lopardo et al. (2013) found a clear increase in the 

heating of the AWS depending on its age. They conclude than after three years of 

operation, this effect becomes larger due to the radiative contribution.  

Other studies analyse the influence of the relocations as the case of Linden et al. 2015 they 

installed different temperature sensors in two historical locations that conforms the 

temperature time-series of Geisenheim (Germany) and Haparanda (Sweden).   

2.3.2 – Biases related to the introduction of automatic observing systems  

In recent years, many scientists have analysed the differences between MAN and AWS 

systems or among different AWS types to understand the influence of these 

instrumentation changes on climate data series. Many of the differences in shape and size 

found between MAN and AWS and different AWS systems are dependent on the network 

assessed (Hubbard et al., 2005 or Trewin 2010). It could be associated with technological 

differences among automatic sensors, their manufacturers and brand choices in national 

network deployments. Since every manufacturer has its own strategy to design the sensor, 

as well as, the datalogger, this cause different characteristic in its response time, hysteresis 
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or self-heating among AWS brands. All this contributes to the instrumental uncertainty 

budget.  

Various scientists have used parallel measurements to characterise the differences between 

different instruments. Some of these studies are based on the analysis of the differences 

between Liquid-in-glass Thermometers (LIG) and thermistor-based maximum–minimum 

temperature systems (MMTS) in the USA. For example Wendland and Armstrong (1993) 

analyse the differences between parallel observations taken at one site during three years 

and found that there was a negative bias, especially for the daily maximum temperatures 

for which the annual mean differences between the two systems is -0.4 ºC. This is similar 

to the difference of -0.34 ºC found by Holder et al. 2006 using the parallel measurements 

of 13 stations. For the daily minimum temperature differences, the magnitude is lower and 

different sign according to the two studies. The bias between the LIG and other 

measurement systems is also analysed by other sc ientists in other networks, for example 

Milewska and Hogg (2002) use the parallel daily maximum and minimum temperature 

measurements taken by five stations for a year in Canada. The average of the daily mean 

temperature differences is 0.2ºC and the bias is positive for both the daily maximum and 

minimum temperature, although smaller in the latter case. 

Other studies try to identify the difference between temperature measurements taken by 

different AWS or between different semi-automatic measurement systems (such as the 

HO-83 hygrothermometer). Guttman et al. 1996 compare the measurements taken by a 

HO-83 hygrothermometer and a 1088 hygrothermometer using 10 stations for one year in 

the USA and concluded that during overcast and calm nights the difference is better 

identified as these conditions are responsible for ±0.17 and ±0.22 ºC of the daily minimum 

differences, respectively. Fiebrich and Crawford (2009) compare three years of the 

observations taken by MMTS and AWS in USA and conclude that 65.8% of the da ily 

mean temperature differences are inside ±1ºC. Hubbard et al. (2004) compare the 

observations taken for at least one year between different AWSs and determine that biases 

are station-dependent and the mean of the daily temperature differences can be larger than 

±1 ºC. 

In the previous paragraphs we have mentioned a number of studies looking at the 

differences between automatic and semi-automatic or manual systems. Most of them 

recognise that the studied parallel measurements include several non-climatic effects 

(station relocations or the introduction of a new screen or even changes in observing 
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practices) in addition to automatisation, thus affecting the comparability of the 

measurements. In Guttman et al. (1996), the authors found large differences when the 

examined pair of stations (AWS-MAN) was more than 500m apart. These differences are 

derived not only from the distance itself, but accounted for altitudinal differences and 

distinct land-use/land-cover between both observing sites.  

Besides, Lin et al. (2004) also include the influence of the data logger in the AWS 

measurements, in addition to the bias associated with the sensor (platinum resistance). 

Another issue is related to the different measurements time, since MAN observations are 

instantaneous values with a large hysteresis of the measurement element, while for AWS 

measurements the WMO do not define an exact procedure to determine the observed 

value, since it only indicates that the instantaneous measures have to be estimated using 

the 1-10 minutes average of the 10-20 seconds observations. In addition, Lin et al. (2008) 

found the 7 minutes average of the 20 seconds observations has the best coupling with 

conventional measures.  

There is also an impact related to the thermometer shelter, since it has been verified a 

changeover from wooden screens to fibreglass and plastic screens (Quayle et al. , 1991 and 

Wu et al. 2005). In addition, MAN screens have a different heat capacity and opening 

times that cause a different interaction under diverse atmospheric conditions, which make 

that MAN and AWS systems react differently to various weather conditions. The shelter 

of the sensors has also an impact. Anyuan et al. (2006) analysed AWS and MAN 

differences at Chinese stations, finding very marked differences associated with screen 

changes.  

This different response-time related to different atmospheric conditions has been widely 

studied by Wendland (1993), Hubbard et al. (2001, 2004, 2005), Milewska (2002), Lin et 

al. (2004) or Sun (2005). These studies are focused on determining the behaviour of both 

radiation and wind speed on the AWS performance when compared with MAN 

instruments. The Hubbard’s studies found AWS being more sensitive to sunny days, since 

the difference between AWS and MAN is more sensitive to daily maximum radiation 

when differences will be larger. In addition, these two observing systems also react 

differently to terrestrial radiation, especially under snow cover conditions. Also wind and 

calm conditions affect the readings between both observing systems, since windy 

conditions increase the differences. Lin et al. 2004 found, for wind speeds larger than 2 
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m/s, that the differences between both systems increase, being AWS sensors more 

influenced than MAN instruments. 

Furthermore, Anyuan et al. (2006) analysed AWS and MAN differences at Chinese 

stations, finding very marked differences associated with screen changes. The authors also 

concluded that daily maximum temperature (Tmax) observations recorded by AWS 

sensors have a larger variation, whic h is on average 0.79 °C larger than under MAN 

thermometers and highlighted the impact of the diurnal cycle. They also noted that 

automatic sensors are more sensitive to changes in atmospheric conditions, since under 

situations of maximum radiation, the AWS records are about 0.6 º C higher than MAN 

thermometers. 

Therefore, weather station automation has enabled a remarkable increase in the spatial and 

temporal resolution of the observations and in the real-time data availability (Fiebrich et 

al., 2009), but this change has also incorporated systematic biases in temperature series 

that compromise their homogeneity and, therefore, it has reduced their robustness and 

reliability in their posterior use. 

Otherwise, none of the previou studies considered the uncertainty estimation of the 

measurements and wheter or not the temperature sensors were calibrated against 

metrological national standards.  

Although several papers analyse the efficiency of homogenisation approaches either using 

blind tests (Venema et al. , 2012) or comparisons between methods (Freitas et al. , 2013), 

most of them do not analyse the uncertainties associated with the adjustment process. 

However, when dealing with the generation of large climate datasets, the calibration 

uncertainty has been considered (Brohan et al. , 2006; Parker et al., 2005; Jones et al. , 

1997 in their studies evaluating global and regional temperature change or Willett et al. 

2013, 2014 to develop a global dataset for humidity).  

However, in these studies only Type A uncertainty is estimated or the estimation of the 

Type B uncertainty is general and computed for the whole dataset without taking into 

account the characteristics of the individual stations that comprise the dataset. For 

example in the case of Brohan et al. 2006, they consider that the calibration uncertainty is 

0.2 ºC for the whale dataset, but they do not estimate uncertainties associated with ever y 

station due to the impossibility of doing so.  
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Under the WMO Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) Reference Upper-Air 

Network (GRUAN) effort, the estimation of Type B uncertainties are also added to the 

upper-air measurements. In addition, the GCOS GRUAN Guide (2013) states the 

estimation of the uncertainty of every measurement will significantly improve the 

robustness and utility of the data. 
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2.4 – Research gaps identified 

The bias introduced by the transition to the AWS is studied previously by different 

authors, but if we take the results of these studies, in many cases the sign and magnitude 

of the bias depends on the network studied. Otherwise, is detected that in most part of 

them, the study of this concrete bias is also influenced by other transitions.  

In many cases, we see that the sensors used for the comparison are not placed into the 

same screen, it is obvious that the introduction of the AWS means not only a change on 

the sensible element and on the temperature measurement system, but also in many cases 

means also the change of the screen. The Stevenson screens in many cases are replaced by 

multiplate screens. But if we take for the assessment of the AWS bias parallel 

measurements taken in different screens, at the end is impossible to know what is due to 

the different temperature measurement system and what is due to the different screen. 

Otherwise, in many cases, the transition to the AWS are accompanied to a relocation of 

the weather stations, this also has a influence on the differences AWS-MAN and also 

affects the correct assessment of the AWS-MAN bias.  

On the other side, is not so usual that the temperature measurement systems have been 

calibrated again the metrological standards periodically, also the AWS used for the 

comparisons. This means that the results of the measurements and of the comparison can 

be also biased for this fact. In many cases, the AWS are only submitted to comparisons 

procedures that not ensure the correct operation of the AWS for the whole range of 

temperatures that it has to works.  

And finally, form 1950s there will be an intensive improvement of the homogenisation 

procedures and methods, but not with the computation of the homogenisation 

uncertainties. Is obvious that the application of these methods improves the reliability of 

the climate time-seires but it is also necessary to give the uncertainty and traceability to all 

the historical temperature series to improve them comparability.  
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This chapter is divided into three parts. The first part provides information about the 

different field trials ; the second part, information about the data that is going to be the base 

for the thesis; the third one describes our methodology. The field trials represent one of 

the novel aspects in this thesis. Different authors are analysing this transition but for the 

most part of them, the differences AWS – MAN are affected by other factors, such as 

different shelters, different emplacements. For this, especially the field trial of Ebro 

Observatory was designed to avoid these factors, and to achieve the characterist ics of this 

bias. Moreover, the other novelty aspect is the introduction of the metrological procedures, 

this thesis can be a real joint work with the metrological, climatological and also with the 

meteorological communities.  

It is good to note the work that has been behind these field trials, especially behind the 

field trial in Ebro Observatory, the start-up and mainly the maintenance of this is done 

under this thesis project, maintenance is done periodically to avoid any eventual problem 

and to maintenance the field trial with the best reliable conditions. 

3.1 – Field trials 

This thesis has envolved in cooperation with the European Metrological Research 

Programme (EMPR) Research Grant (REG5/URV) to support the Parent Joint Research 

Project ENV07 MeteoMet (http://www.meteomet.org/). Thanks to this project, different 

field trials have been started at different locations in Spain and Italy with the goal of 

isolating and analysing the bias introduced by the automation of the weather stations, 

considering also the influence of the calibration. Figure 3.1 shows the localisation of the 

three field trials. In Spain the field trial was installed in Ebro Observatory and in Italy in 

Moncalieri Observatory and in Castello Borello.  
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Figure 3.1: Localisation map of the different field trials start up and the base of part of 

this thesis.  

3.1.1 – Ebro Observatory 

The Ebro Observatory is located in Roquetes, north-eastern Spain (40º 49’ 14’’ N, 0º 29’ 

23’’ E, 50 m a.s.l.). It is on a hill slope near a small town (about 8000 inhabitants) with 

little or negligible urban influence and surrounded by natural vegetation mainly composed 

of Mediterranean pine grove and shrubs. Figure 3.2 provides a photograph of the 

meteorological garden in which is installed the field trial.  

 

Figure 3.2: Picture of the meteorological garden (picture courtesy of Ebro Observatory).  
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This station, included in the main observational network of the Spanish National Agency 

of Meteorology (AEMET), is part of the WMO network (9981A) and hosts a continuous 

climate record since 1880 (from 1905 onwards at the same site) including a remarkably 

long record of paired temperature (observations taken in parallel in the same Stevenson 

Screen). The series included liquid in glass thermometers (MAN) and AWS sensors 

uncalibrated (AWSu).  

3.1.1.1 – Temperature measurement systems installed 

A new temperature measurement system (AWSc) manufactured by Lombard & Marozzini 

and calibrated following metrological standard procedures, was specifically installed for 

conducting the MeteoMet/REG5 experiments associated with this thesis was installed on 

01/06/2013 and is still in operation. The joint analysis of MAN, AWSu and AWSc 

observations runs between 01/06/2013 - 31/05/2015. The three thermometric measurement 

systems (MAN, AWSu and AWSc) are placed into the same Stevenson Screen (Figure 

3.3) to ensure all the instruments register air temperature in identical conditions, since our 

first aim is evaluating instrumental biases, instead of the impact of other factors on the 

measurements, such as installing them in different screens and avoiding other 

microclimatic influences. In annexes (pag. 193) the main characteristics and the different 

components of this new temperature measurement system (AWSc).  

  

Figure 3.3: On the left the image of the Stevenson Screen in which are placed the different 

temperature instruments. On the right, a view of the interior of the Stevenson Screen: the 

LIG Thermometers, the AWSu, the AWSc and the thermograph. Image source: A. Gilabert 

In 01/05/2016 the field trial has been adding a new AWSc with the same characteristics 

than the first one, but in this occasion the new temperature sensor is installed into an 

aspirated screen, a Young Screen model 43502. Figure 3.4 shows the new sensor inside 

the Young – aspirated screen, the both screens are into the same meteorological garden 
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and the distance between the both is 2 m. From this thesis it will be not possible to have 

the enough data to analyse it.  

   

Figure 3.4: Pictures of the new sensor inside a Young – aspirated Screen. Image source: 

A. Gilabert  

3.1.1.2 – Calibration of the AWSc and estimation of the MAN uncertainty 

Under the project MeteoMet, a climatic chamber Earth Dynamics Investigation 

Experiment (EDIE-1) manufactured at the Istituto Nazionale di Recerca Metrologica, 

Torino, Italy (INRiM) was used for the calibration (Lopardo et al. 2015). The goal of the 

EDIE-1 is that the calibration is done in air, not in a bath. This means that the operational 

conditions of the sensor under calibration are better simulated. In this case, the sensor 

response characteristics to temperature changes are more carefully simulated. Besides, the 

dimensions of the calibration chamber permit to transport it and do the calibrations  in-situ  

(Lopardo et al. 2015), Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5: The climatic chamber EDIE-1. Image source: MeteoMet project 

In the calibration process, the temperature sensor under calibration has to be placed into 

the climatic chamber at the same height of the reference thermometer (SPRT25Ω) to 

reduce the uncertainty due to the temperature gradient. For this case, the calibration curve 

was estimated on 5-point temperatures: 40 ˚C, 25 ˚C, 10 ˚C, 0 ˚C, -10 ˚C to cover the 

whole range of temperatures in the study area. The calibration starts at the lowest 

temperature to be covered, in our case -10 ºC. When the temperature into the chamber is 

stabilised at the different points , we can take the readings of the SPRT25Ω and Pt100, 

generally 10 readings at least 1 minute apart. For every calibration point is computed     

ΔT = Tr – Tc where Tr is the temperature recorded by the SPRT25Ω and Tc is the 

temperature recorded by the PT100 under calibration. The calibration function is 

evaluated by a function T = ƒ(Tc) = Tc + ΔT, so is obtained the ΔT of the 5 points and for 

fitting the function is applied a second order polynomial curve, so the calibration function 

is T = Tc + ATc2 + BTc + C (Eq. 3. 1). 

Table 3.1: Results of the AWSc Ebro Observatory calibration. The values of the constants 

A, B and C, the values of the SPRT25Ω and the AWSc under calibration for every 

measuring point.  

 A 

0.000002 ºC-1 

B 

0.389741 

C  

99.87349 ºC 

Measuring 

point [ºC] 
T SPRT25Ω (ºC) R (ohm) Uncertainty (ºC) 

40 ºC 40.150 115.5446 0.13 

25 ºC  25.607 109.9819 0.13 

10 ºC 10.573 104.0247 0.13 

0 ºC 0.486 100.0262 0.13 

-10 ºC -10.213 95.79915 0.13 
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In the calibration process we account for different sources of uncertainty that determine 

the total calibration uncertainty of the AWSc. Main uncertainties are:  

 The thermal inhomogeneity in the chamber: the temperature into the chamber 

is not uniform 

 The resolution of the sensor in calibration: it is the smallest change of 

temperature that the sensor can detect when measuring. 

 The uncertainty of the primary thermometer: the uncertainty of the reference 

sensor used in the calibration. 

 The interpolation uncertainty: the calibration is obtained from the 

interpolation of the comparison of the temperature taken by the sensor under 

calibration and the reference sensor on some temperature points. This process 

generates the interpolation uncertainty, which is the standard deviation (SD) of 

the residuals of the fit.  

The total calibration uncertainty (u) is the squared root of the squared sum of all source of 

uncertainty and the expanded uncertainty (U) is the u multiplied by the coverage factor 

K=2 to estimate with a confidence level of the 95% (JCGM, 2008b). The calibration 

uncertainty for the AWSc is: u = 0.065 ºC (confidence level of 68%) and U = 0.13 ºC 

(confidence level of 95%). 

For the estimation of the MAN uncertainty, as we cannot calibrate the LIG thermometers 

into a climatic chamber we use the results of Knazovicka & Strnad (2013) to estimate it.  

We consider the theoretical calibration of the thermometer, the drift of the thermometer, 

the resolution of the thermometer, the human error and the application error (Table 3.2). 

The standard uncertainty (u) is the square root of the quadratic sum of the different 

components.  
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Table 3.2: Estimation of the Ebro Observatory MAN uncertainty. For every uncertainty 

source the contribution to standard uncertainty. The total standard uncertainty (u) and the 

expanded uncertainty (U) 

Uncertainty source  Contribution to standard uncertainty [ºC] 

Calibration 0.05 

Drift 0.1 

Resolution 0.12 

Human error 0.06 

Application error 0.1 

Standard uncertainty: u 0.18 

Coverage factor 2 

Expanded uncertainty: U 0.36 

3.1.2 – Moncalieri 

The Moncalieri Observatory is located in Moncalieri (Torino), Italy (44º 59’ 52’’ N - 07º 

41’ 43’’ E, with an elevation of 260 m). It was set up in 1859 and temperature 

measurements began in 1865 extending to the present. This observatory is managed by 

Società Meteorologica Italiana (SMI). The relevance of this observatory lies in the record 

length (more than 150 years of continuous observations). Figure 3.6 provides a general 

view of the Moncalieri tower where the experimental setting is installed. 

  

Figure 3.6: The view of the Moncalieri Stevenson Screen in which there is the AWS. Image 

source: SMI 
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3.1.2.1 – Temperature measurement system installed 

In this field trial there is only one AWS, is a temperature – humidity sensor (SIAP-

SM3840, installed in 2001), protected by a Stevenson Screen, placed on the tower balcony 

with a NNW exposure and it was calibrated regarding the standard calibration procedure.  

The main characteristic of this field trial is that is designed especially to evaluate if the 

introduction of the standard calibration procedure can improve the quality of the climate 

data series.  

For this, in this experimental setting, only one AWS is measuring temperatures and is 

applyied or not the calibration curve derived from our calibration strategy to the 

measurements. By doing so, we get from this AWS two time-series: one where the 

calibration curve has been applied to the readings (AWSc) and another that has not 

(AWSu). With this, is ensured that any other factor different to the application or not of 

the calibration curve can influence the observations and the differences will be only due to 

this fact. 

3.1.2.2 – Calibration of the AWS 

In June 2012, INRiM calibrated the sensor against primary national standards (Bertiglia et 

al. 2015). In this case for the calibration is used the EDIE-0, a prototype also 

manufactured by the INRiM under the MeteoMet project, Figure 3.7.  

   

Figure 3.7: Picture of EDIE-0 and the interior of the Stevenson Screen. Image source: 

MeteoMet 

Table 3.3 shows the results of the calibration and the Figure 3.8 the graph with the results 

of the calibration and the calibration curve. The calibration procedure is the same that for 

the AWS of Ebro Observatory. 
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Table 3.3: Results of the AWSc Moncalieri calibration. The values of the constants A, B 

and C and the values of the SPRT25Ω (Ts) and the Tc for every measuring point.  

 A 

-0.000255 ºC-1 

B 

0.023347 

C  

0.685355 ºC 

Measuring 

point [ºC] 
Ts [ºC] Tc [ºC] ΔT = Ts - Tc 

-20  -19.14 -18 -1.14 

-10 -10.45 -9.4 -1.05 

0 -0.39 0.2 -0.59 

15 14.92 15.3 -0.38 

30 30.24 30.5 -0.26 

40 39.96 40.1 -0.14 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Calibration results, the blue dots the difference between the temperature of the 

SPRT25Ω and the AWSc of Moncalieri in ºC for every measuring point. The black line is 

the calibration curve. 

The uncertainty source for this case is similar than for the calibration of the AWS of Ebro 

Observatory, the main difference here is the higher uncertainty due to the higher 

inhomogeneity of the EDIE-0. In this case the uncertainty derived by the climatic chamber 

is 0.11 ºC, the uncertainty derived by the SPRT25Ω is 0.001 ºC and the uncertainty 

derived to the AWSc and the calibration interpolat ion uncertainty is 0.09 ºC. For this case, 

the total calibration uncertainty (u) of the AWSc is 0.154 ºC so the expanded uncertainty 

(U) is 0.32 ºC with a confidence level of the 95% (JCGM, 2008b). 
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3.1.3 – Castello Borello 

The Castello Borello Observatory is located in Bussoleno, Italy (45º 7’ 18.5’’ N and 7º 9’  

44.14’’ E at an elevation of 630m), Figure 3.9. In a typical rural location surrounded by an 

agroforestry landscape (arable lands and forest) at a distance of 40 m from the nearest 

building. Meteorological observations began in 2005. This rural site is reasonably free of 

any artificial influence, such as buildings, barns or nearby developments that could 

systematically affect the measurements. But with completely different climatic conditions  

than for the other two field trials.  

3.1.3.1 – Temperature measurement system installed 

In this case, it equip a Stevenson Screen (Figure 3.9) containing the automatic temperature 

sensor, which was only calibrated by the manufacturer before installation , AWSu. In 

addition, and since the 21st of September 2013, a new sensor (Rotronic) calibrated at the 

INRiM according to procedures traceable to primary national standards AWSc is in 

operation in the same shelter to avoid different influences to those affecting the 

uncalibrated sensor.  

a.    b.  

Figure 3.9: Picture of the Stevenson Screen in which there are the two AWS (a) and a 

view of the new AWSc installed and the older AWSu from the SMI. Image source: 

MeteoMet 

3.1.3.2 – Calibration of the AWS 

The new Rotronic sensor (AWSc) was also calibrated with the climatic chamber EDIE-1 

as in the case of the AWSc installed in Ebro Observatory. Table 3.4 shows the results of 

the calibration and the Figure 3.10 the graph with the results of the calibration and the 

calibration curve.  
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Table 3.4: Results of the AWSc Castello Borello calibration. The values of the constants A, 

B and C and the values of the SPRT25Ω and the Tc for every measuring point.  

 A 

-0.00002 ºC-1 

B 

-0.0032 

C  

-0.0473 ºC 

Measuring 

point [ºC] 
Ts [ºC] Tc [ºC] ΔT = Ts - Tc 

-20 -22.876 -22.89 0.014 

-10 -10.761 -10.755 -0.006 

0 0.889 0.936 -0.047 

15 14.696 14.802 -0.106 

25 25.523 25.668 -0.145 

30 30.945 31.100 -0.155 

 

 

Figure 3.10: Calibration results, the blue dots the difference between the temperature of 

the SPRT25Ω and the AWSc of Castello Borello in ºC for every measuring point. The 

black line is the calibration curve. 

As in the other case, is also computed the uncertainty associated to the calibration 

procedure. The uncertainty sources are the same, and the thermal inhomogeneity in the 

chamber is the main uncertainty source. In this case the uncertainty derived by the climatic 

chamber is 0.08 ºC, the uncertainty derived by the SPRT25Ω is 0.001 ºC and the 

uncertainty derived to the AWSc and the calibration interpolation uncertainty is 0.006 ºC. 

So For this case, the total calibration uncertainty (u) of the AWSc is 0.08 ºC so the 

expanded uncertainty (U) is 0.16 ºC with a confidence level of the 95% (JCGM, 2008b).  
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3.2 – Data used for the different analysis  

This thesis deals with the study of a complex problem, because as we see there are many 

other factors that can influence the study of the AWS transition. The AWS transition 

means a complete change of temperature measurement systems, from the sensitive 

element to the way to compute the instantaneous measurements. In addition, the novelty of 

this thesis is the introduction of the metrological procedures, thus, it’s required, to analyse 

and compare different data-series. The data used is divided in four parts as the thesis 

results; every part refers to one results chapter.  

3.2.1 – Daily data used to assessing the differences AWSu – MAN (data used for the 

Chapter 4) 

This section uses the data of three different observatories, all of them in Spain. These 

observatories are chosen because they are centennial observatories and because nowadays 

remains the parallel measurements AWS – MAN. The three observatories are: Ebro 

Observatory, Fabra Observatory (Barcelona) and Murcia Observatory (Figure 3.11).  

 

Figure 3.11: Localisation map of the three stations considered: Ebro Observatory, Fabra 

Observatory and Murcia Observatory.  

The daily maximum temperature (Tmax) and daily minimum temperature (Tmin) 

difference series AWSu – MAN (ΔTmax and ΔTmin) for the three observatories have 

been subjected to quality control and homogeneity testing. The quality control is done in 

two parts. In the first part, is only considered the AWSu Tmax and Tmin time-series, and 
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is checked that to compute the daily values at least 75% of the 10 minute averages were 

available. In the second part, the ΔTmax and ΔTmin time-series are quality controlled with 

the software RClimdex_extraqc (Aguilar and Prohom, 2011).  

The next step consist in identifying the possible break points (BP) in the ΔTmax and 

ΔTmin time-series. The detection of the possible BPs is done by statistical BP detection 

and visual inspection of the ΔTmax and ΔTmin and in some cases supported by the 

metadata information (for Ebro Observatory and Fabra Obseratory). The statistical testing 

was performed with the residuals of the differences AWSu – MAN series, using the 

Standard Normal Homogeneity Test (Alexandersson and Moberg, 1997).  

3.2.1.1 – Daily parallel measurements AWSu - MAN from Ebro Observatory 

The overlap period with AWSu and MAN measurements started in 01/07/1991 and is on-

going, although for this analysis includes data until 31/05/2015.  

The MAN measurements are taken from a LIG thermometer, with the following 

characteristics: 

 The maximum thermometer is a Fuess 5961/69 model, which was in operation 

from 1991 until 27/10/2013 when it was replaced by another Fuess 10554 model 

(in use from 28/10/2013 onwards). Both are mercury thermometers with cut-off 

threads and their scale divisions are every 0.2 ºC. 

 The minimum thermometer is a Fuess 2235/82 model in use from the beginning of 

the parallel series (1991) up to 1999, when it was substituted by a Fuess 2048 

model (from 2000 onwards). Both minimum thermometers are filled with alcohol 

and the divisions are also every 0.2 ºC. 

During this observing parallel period, AEMET installed three different AWS and 

temperature measurement sensors (Table 3.5): SEAC, SOSS and ESOS AWSs. None of 

these automatic sensors have been periodically calibrated following a traceable procedure 

(into a calibration chamber), since only instantaneous on site comparisons of the sensors 

in use with a national pattern have been made irregularly (Lopardo et al. 2012). These on 

site comparisons are only a verification of the functioning of the sensor, if malfunctions or 

large differences between the both (the reference sensor and the sensor under scrutiny) , 

the sensor is replaced by a new one or a correction is applied, losing the data traceability 

and introducing possible BPs on the data-series. 
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Table 3.5: Characteristics of AEMET AWSu systems and thermometric sensors installed 

at the Ebro Observatory from 01/07/1991 onwards.  

 SEAC SOSS ESOS 

Period 01/071991 – 14/7/2001 15/7/2001 – 28/3/2011 11/8/2011 – ongoing 

Acronym Manufacture name 
Surface semiautomatic 

observing system 

Surface 
semiautomatic 

observation station 

Period 01/07/1991 – 14/7/2001 15/7/2001 – 28/3/2011 11/8/2011 - onwards 

Sensor THIES 1.1005 THIES 2:1235:00:000 
THIES 

2:1280:00:000 

Measuring 

element 
Pt100 Pt100 Pt100 

Accuracy 1/3 class B 1/3 Class B 1/3 Class B 

Elect. 
connection 

4-lead circuit 4-lead circuit 4-lead circuit 

Measuring 
range 

-30 / +50 ºC -30 / +100 ºC -30 / +70 ºC 

Tmax and Tmin time-series from the AWSu observing system were extracted by 

identifying the highest and lowest of 1-minute average observations. And for LIG the 

Tmax and Tmin were taken over 0-24 hours.  Next, were estimated the difference (AWSu 

– MAN) Tmax (ΔTmax) and Tmin (ΔTmin) time-series. 

From the two quality control checks the 5% of the Δ Tmax and ΔTmin were removed. 

With the first check that extract the daily values when at least 75% of the 10 minute 

average were available, the 4.6% of the daily data not pass this test and the other 0.4% of 

the daily data not pass the RClimdex_extraQC quality control. Most part of these 5% of 

values removed are during the older parallel observations (SEAC period), when there are 

an important number of missing 10 minute values.  

For the BP’s detection, in the case of Ebro Observatory the availability of metadata helps 

us to guide and verify the statistical testing. Combining the metadata and the statis tical and 

visual detection, are detected 9 BPs that could be partially explained by the known 

changes in the AWS instrumentation (Table 3.5). This fact points to the instability and 

frequent changes of instrumentation affecting the new automatic observing system when 
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compared with the manual observing system. From a theoretical point of view, this can be 

related, among other factors, to the lakc of periodical calibrations, There are also other 

BPs detected inside the operational periods of each sensor (Figure 3.12), although two of 

them (SEAC1.1 and SEAC2.1) are very short and could possibly be caused by improper 

functioning of the sensors. For this reason, are only validated the clearest 8 HSPs, which 

can be divided by: 

 The initial installation of a SEAC AWS (hereinafter the SEAC period) between 

1991 and 2001. For this period there are two HSPs (SEAC1 and SEAC2) 

 Followed by the change to SOSS automatic systems (SOSS period) between 

2001 and 2011. For this period there are three HSPs (SOSS1, SOSS2 and 

SOSS3).  

 Finally, the replacement of the AWS by an ESOS system (the ESOS period) 

from 2011 onwards. For these period there are also three HSPs (ESOS1, ESOS2 

and ESOS3), in this case, the 2 BPs were also validated with the metadata, in 

this days there were a comparisons procedures. 

 

Figure 3.12: Daily maximum temperature difference series (ΔTmax) (upper plot) and 

daily minimum temperature difference series (ΔTmin) (lower plot) between the 

uncalibrated automatic station (AWSu) and manual (MAN) observations of the Ebro 

Observatory. The vertical grey lines indicate breakpoints (BP) positions (in black the 

documented BPs). The horizontal black lines indicate the AWSu-MAN mean for each HSP. 
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The AWSu-MAN series are contrasted against the daily number of sunshine hours and the 

daily mean wind-speed to describe the impact of those elements in the relation between 

manual and automatic sensors.  

3.2.1.2 - Daily parallel measurements AWSu - MAN from Barcelona Fabra 

Observatory 

The Fabra Observatory is located in Barcelona, north-eastern Spain (41º 25’ 07’’ N, 2º 07’ 

25’’ W, 415 m a.s.l.). For this thesis the daily temperature parallel measurements AWSu –  

MAN extended between 01/01/1996 to 31/12/2010. As in the case of Ebro Observatory, 

some metadata is available (Table 3.6 is a compilation of all the documented changes of 

the Fabra Observatory AWSu). For the data recorded prior to 08/2007, the automatic 

sensor is sheltered into a multiplate screen, meanwhile after this date, its moved into the 

same Stevenson Screen which shelters the manual thermometers.  

Table 3.6: Metadata of the AWSu installed in Fabra Observatory, information courtesy of 

Catalonia Meteorological Service (SMC)  

Datalogger changes  

01/01/1996 MCV EM300 

02/12/2003 MCV EM300 (replaced) 

31/07/2007 Campbell CR1000                 

Changes in temperature measurement system 

01/01/1996 MCV STA-01 

01/01/2003 MCV STA-02P                

26/10/2004 MCV STA-02P (new)        

31/07/2007 Vaisala HMP45AL           

Screen 

01/01/1996 MCV multiplate screen ventilated 

31/07/2007 Stevenson Screen  

In this case, the hourly data of the AWSu was not available, so we only dispose of the 

daily Tmax and Tmin data. For this, the data are only subjected to the rclimdex_extraQC. 

As result of this QC check only the 0.3% of the ΔTmax and ΔTmin data was rejected.   

Figure 3.13 shows the ΔTmax and ΔTmin time-series and the position of the BPs. In this 

case, some metadata are available, thus, can help with the BPs detection, 7 BPs are 
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detected and can be partially explained by the known changes in the AWS instrumentation 

and shelter (Table 3.6). As in the case of the Ebro Observatory, this shows the 

inhomogeneities caused to the time-series for the changes of instrumentation. There are 

also other BPs not explained by the metadata, besides the BPs detected on 28/4/2006 and 

14/2/2006 delimited a very short HSP and probably caused by a malfunction or probably 

to some artificial cause, so, this is not considered for the analysis, and another BP on 

01/01/2000 delimiting the first AWSu measurements and is also not considered (there are 

missing data and some jumps). For these reasons, are only validated the clearest 6 HSPs: 

 The initial MCV STA-01 (hereinafter the MCV1 period) between 2000 and 

2002. For this period there are two HSPs (MCV1.1 and MCV1.2) 

 Followed by the change to MCV STA-02 (MCV2 period) between 2003 and 

2007. For this period there are three HSPs (MCV2.1, MCV2.2 and MCV2.3).  

 Finally, the replacement of the AWSu by a Vaisala HMP45AL and the 

installation of the AWSu inside the Stevenson Screen with the LIG 

thermometers (the Vaisala period) from 2007. For this period there are not any 

HSP. 

 

Figure 3.13: Daily maximum temperature difference series (ΔTmax) (upper plot) and 

daily minimum temperature difference series (ΔTmin) (lower plot) between the 

uncalibrated automatic station (AWSu) and manual (MAN) observations of the Fabra 

Observatory. The vertical black lines indicate breakpoints (BP) positions.  
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For the analysis of the differences AWSu-MAN is also used another data plus the parallel 

temperature time-seires. In this case, is also used the daily number of sunshine hours and 

the wind-speed.  

3.2.1.3 – Daily parallel measurements AWSu - MAN from Murcia 

The Murcia Observatory is located in Murcia, south-eastern Spain (38º 00’ 07’’ N, 1º 10’ 

15’’ W, 61 m a.s.l.). For this thesis the daily temperature parallel measurements AWSu – 

MAN came from 01/01/2004 to 31/12/2012. For this case, the information about the 

instruments is not so complete as the case of Ebro Observatory. In the case of the AWSu 

the sensor and datalogger was a SEAC, as for the first part of the Ebro Observatory AWSu 

observations.  

As result of the both QC checks, the percentage of ΔTmax and ΔTmin removed is 4.9%, 

similar than in the case of Ebro Observatory. In this case, the 4% of the Tmax and Tmin of 

the AWSu were eliminated because more than 25% of the 10 min average was not 

available and only the 0.9% of the daily ΔTmax and ΔTmin not pass the 

RClimdex_extraQC quality control. 

After the QCs, the ΔTmax and ΔTmin series have been subject to BPs detection, with the 

same procedure previously descrined for other stations. In this case, 4 BPs were detected, 

so 5 HSP are identified. One of them is very short and probably due to a malfunction of 

the sensor, so this is not considered for the analysis. Figure 3.14 shows the ΔTmax and 

ΔTmin time-series with the BPs detected, the HSP not considered is the HSP3.1.  
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Figure 3.14: Daily maximum temperature difference series (ΔTmax) (upper plot) and 

daily minimum temperature difference series (ΔTmin) (lower plot) between the 

uncalibrated automatic station (AWSu) and manual (MAN) observations of the Murcia 

Observatory. The vertical black lines indicate breakpoints (BP) positions.  

As for the other two cases, for the analysis of the differences AWSu-MAN is also used the 

daily number of sunshine hours and the daily mean wind-speed data.  

3.2.2 – Data used to assess the influence of the introduction of the calibration 

procedures (data used for the Chapter 5) 

The next part of this thesis is the evaluation of the introduction of the calibration 

procedures. As is previously explained (subsection 3.1 – Field trials, p. 72), for the 

MeteoMet/REG-5 project and subsequently for this thesis, different field trials have been 

started. In these field trials (Ebro Observatory, Moncalieri Observatory and Castello 

Borello) different AWSc, calibrated according to the standard metrological procedures are 

installed (sub-sections 3.1.1.2, 3.1.2.2 and 3.1.3.2, respectively). Figure 3.1 shows the 

localisation of the different field trials.  
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 Ebro Observatory: the AWSc was installed 01/06/2013 and the three temperature 

measurement systems are recording in parallel (AWSc, AWSu and MAN). For this 

thesis, the parallel measurements from 01/06/2013 to 31/05/2015 are taken, 

considering that two years of data can already provide a good estimation of the 

differences between both systems. The measurements of the three temperature 

measurement systems are periodically subjected to quality control to detect/correct 

possible errors. Before analysis the two parallel time-series AWSc – MAN and 

AWSc – AWSu are subjected to a quality checks with RClimdex_extraQC.  

 Castello bordello: since 21/09/2013 to 20/09/2014, the AWSu and AWSc recorded 

parallel observation. It was considered that one year of paired temperature 

observations is still a long enough, as other studies indicate (e.g. Lin et al. 2008 or 

Sun et al. 2005), to reach meaningful results, since the main aim of this 

intercomparisons exercise is to explore the influence of adopt the metrological 

calibration on temperature data series. 

 Moncalieri: in this case, is also used one year of parallel measurements, from 

01/09/2012 to 31/08/2013. We have to remind that in this field trial there is only 

installed one AWS that was calibrated with a portable climatic chamber in 2012. 

Thus, the objective to use this parallel measurement (applying or not the 

calibration results) is only to study if the adoption of the metrological procedures 

can improve the reliability of the temperature time-series. As there is only one 

AWS, the differences are only due to the application of this procedure , thus, is not 

necessary to cover a large period, to for example analyse the possible influence of 

different weather situations.   

3.2.3 – Assessing the differences AWS – MAN at hourly scale  (data used for the  

Chapter 6) 

To assess the hourly differences between the AWS and MAN observations, hourly 

temperatures of Ebro Observatory from the period 01/07/2013 – 30/06/2015 are used. For 

the hourly measurements a liquid-in-glass thermometer is used, with the same 

characteristics as the maximum and minimum liquid-in-glass thermometers.  

In the case of the AWSc, the instantaneous hourly observations that came from the 

minutal observations computed by the mean of the 10s observations are used. In the case 
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of the MAN the observations taken by the LIG thermometer at different hours: at 6h, 7h, 

9h, 12h, 13h, 15h and 18h UTC are used.  

3.2.4 – The centennial air temperature time-series of Moncalieri (data used for the  

Chapter 7) 

The Moncalieri Observatory, located in Moncalieri (Torino), was set up in 1859 and 

temperature measurements began in 1865, extending to the present. This long record is 

taking for the assessment of the instrumental plus homogenisation uncertainties. There is 

not any long missing data period and for this study the period 1866 – 2012 is 

homogenised. 

The monthly data are computed directly from the daily data according the WMO 

standards. The monthly data is not computed if there are 5 or less missed days or if the gap 

exceeds three consecutive days.  

Many factors have likely affected the homogeneity of the Moncalieri’s long climate 

records, although the station location has not changed. There were different change in 

instruments, their exposure and sheltering. The impact of Torino’s urbanisation is 

considered to be negligible. It is important to take into account that between 1961 to 1989 

the observations were taken by non-professional staff and the maximum-minimum LIG 

thermometers was unscreened, hanged directly on the window wall.  
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3.3 – Methodology 

As in the case of the previous sub-section, this sub-section is also divided in four parts, 

describing the methodology used for each part of the thesis. 

3.3.1 – Methodology used to assessing the differences AWSu – MAN (Chapter 4) 

The differences series ΔTmax and ΔTmin (for the three observatories AWSu – MAN) are 

first characterised with some basic descriptive statistics.  

Firstly, for each HSP of each parallel AWSu – MAN its mean and root mean square 

deviation (RMSD) ((Eq. 3.2) are computed: 

                      RMSD=√
1

𝑁
∑ (𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝 𝐴𝑊𝑆𝑢 −  𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝 𝑀𝐴𝑁 )

2
 𝑛

𝑖=1                               (Eq. 3.2) 

The distribution of the differences is visually assessed using histograms and the AWSu-

MAN empirical distribution is illustrated by the use of boxplots (Wilks, 2011). To check if 

the differences between seasons are statis tically significant, it’s used the ANOVA table 

with Fisher’s test as a contrast 

To assess if the differences are dependent on the temperature, the observations are 

stratified into three groups depending on the values of MAN Tmax and Tmin: 

 For Tmax: Tmax MAN < 15 ºC; 15 – 30 ºC; > 30 ºC 

 For Tmin: Tmin MAN < 10 ºC; 10 – 20 ºC; > 20 ºC 

The relationship between ΔTmax and ΔTmin and other variables is evaluated in two ways: 

 Computing the Spearman’s correlation test between ΔTmax and ΔTmin and Tmax 

and Tmin, the daily temperature range (DTR), the number of daily sunshine hours 

and the daily wind speed.  

 Empirical distribution of ΔTmax and ΔTmin for the whole year for summer and 

winter are analysed, stratifying the days according the sunshine hours and the 

wind speed. Thus, days are classified in four types: windy and overcast days, 

windy and clear days, calm and overcast days and calm and clear days. The 

thresholds (see Table 3.7) are different for the whole year and for winter and 
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summer. The different thresholds estimated from the empirical distribution of the 

different climate variables measured during each period (annual, winter or 

summer) and station (Ebro, Fabra or Murcia observatory).  

Table 3.7: Daily mean windspeed and sunshine hours thresholds for Ebro Observatory, 

Fabra Observatory and Murcia Observatory.  

 Ebro Observatory Fabra Observatory Murcia Observatory 

Annual 

Windy (m/s) 10 8 6 

Calm (m/s) 5 3 2 

Clear (hours) 10 10 10.5 

Overcast (hours) 5 4 6.5 

Winter 

Windy (m/s) 12 10 5 

Calm (m/s) 5 4 2 

Clear (nº h) 8 8 9 

Overcast (nº h) 3 2 4 

Summer 

Windy (m/s) 8 7 6 

Calm (m/s) 3 2 3 

Clear (nº h) 12 12 13 

Overcast (nº h) 8 7.5 10.5 

 

For the sake of clarity, for some graphs, for every datalogger-sensor for Ebro and Fabra 

Observatory, only the largest and most continuous HSP are plotted.  

3.3.2 – Methodology used to assess  the influence of the introduction of the calibration 

procedures (methodology used for the Chapter 5) 

To assess the influence of the introduction of the calibration procedures first some basics 

statistics are computed; such as the mean (annual, summer and winter), the RMSD and the 

percentage of days in which the differences are inside the calibration uncertainty for 

Moncalieri and Castello Borello. For Ebro Observatory AWSc – MAN, AWSc – AWSu 

and AWSu – MAN the perentage of days in which the differences are inside the combined 
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calibration uncertainty (0.38 ºC for AWSc – MAN and AWSu – MAN and 0.16 ºC for 

AWSc – AWSu). The combined calibration uncertainty of temperature differences is the 

square root of the squared sum of the calibration uncertainty of each AWS or MAN. For 

example for the ΔTmax AWSc – MAN (Eq. 3.3): 

                           |U|=√(𝑈𝐴𝑊𝑆𝑐 )2 + (𝑈𝑀𝐴𝑁)2                                                    (Eq. 3. 3) 

The distribution of the differences is assessed using histograms and is checked plotting the 

empirical distribution of the series, as for the previous section. For Castello Borello AWSc 

– AWSu is used to assess if the differences are dependent on the temperature, being the 

days also stratified depending on the range of temperature: 

 For Tmax: Tmax MAN < 10 ºC; 10 – 20 ºC; > 20 ºC 

 For Tmin: Tmin MAN < 5 ºC; 5 – 10 ºC; > 10 ºC 

For Castello Borello the relationship of the differences with the recorded temperature, the 

DTR, the wind speed, the radiation and the relative humidity (RH) are studied.  

To assess the impact of adopting the calibration curve results in Moncalieri have selected 

three extreme indices from the 27 core indices formulated by Expert Team on Climate 

Change Detection and Indices (ETCCDI) 

(http://www.clivar.org/organization/etccdi/etccdi.php). The ETCCDI indices chosen are:  

 Number of Frost Days (FD): annual count of days when Tmin is < 0 ºC 

 Number of Summer days (SU): annual count of days when Tmax is > 25 ºC 

 Number of Tropical nights (TR): annual count of days when Tmin is > 20 ºC 

3.3.3 – Methodology used to assess the differences AWS – MAN at hourly scale 

(methodology applied on the Chapter 6) 

The assessment of the differences AWSc – MAN at the hourly scale faces a series of 

problems related to how and when the measures are taken at both systems. First, the MAN 

measurements in many cases are not routinely taken at the exact hour (in the case of the 

Ebro Observatory, for example the 6h observation is taken between 5:50 and 6:05 UTC). 

For Ebro Observatory, in cooperation with its personnel, we have available the exact time 
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of MAN observations, recorded on purpose for this project. This allows to select the same 

observation recorded at the AWS.  

Yet another problem is the lack of consensus about how the instantaneous AWS 

measurements have to be taken to represent and exact point in time. The AWSc – MAN 

series considering different instantaneous AWS measurements are defined: 

 The mean of 5 minutal observations centered to the instantaneous measurement 

time. For example the instantaneous AWS measuremet at 12:00 UTC is computed 

with the mean of the observations from 11:58 to 12:02 UTC. 

 The mean of the 5 minutal observations before the instantaneous measurement 

time. For example the instantaneous AWS measurement at 12:00 UTC is 

computed with the mean of the observations from 11:56 to 12:00 UTC. 

 The mean of the 5 minutal observations after the instantaneous measurement time. 

For example the instantaneous AWS measurement at 12:00 UTC is computed 

with the mean of the observations from 12:00 to 12:04 UTC. 

To analyse the differences, the mean, the RMSD and the percentage of osbervations in 

which the difference is inside the combined calibration uncertainty AWSc – MAN are 

computed. The empirical distribution of the differences is illustrated by boxplots.  

3.3.4 – Methodology used for the homogenisation of Moncalieri centennial air 

temperature time-series and the estimation of the adjustment uncertainty budget 

(methodology applied on Chapter 7) 

This section encompasses two parts: the homogenisation of the Moncalieri monthly 

maximum and minimum temperature time-series and the methodology for the joint-

estimation of the instrumental and homogenisation uncertainty budget. 

a. Homogenisation of Moncalieri monthly maximum and minimum temperature 

time-series:  

To carry out the homogenisation of the centennial monthly Tmax and Tmin records 

from Moncalieri Observatory HOMER method and software is used (Mestre et al.,  

2013) available at http://www.homogenisation.org. This method includes the best 

features of series of methods, such as PRODIGE (Caussinus et al., 2004), the 
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Adapted Caussinus Mestre Detection Algorithm for Homogenising Networks of 

Temperature Series (ACMANT) (Domonkos, 2011) and the Joint Segmentation 

Method (Picard et al., 2011) approaches. 

As other relative homogenisation methods, HOMER requires the use of highly 

correlated reference stations to compare with the candidate station (Moncalieri in our 

case). For this purpose, we rely on seven time-series, as shown in Figure 3.15: 

Alessandria (1866-2003), Moncalieri-Bauducchi (1993-2012), Cuneo (1866-2011, 

Romano et al. , 1994), Milan (1866-2003), Parma (1878-2003), P iacenza (1871-2003) 

and Torino (1866-2003, Di Napoli et al. , 2008). The application of HOMER has 

followed the guidance given by Mestre et al. (2013). 

 

Figure 3.15: Localisation map of the seven reference stations for the homogenisation. The 

dot colour indicates the Pearson correlation (r) between each reference station and the 

candidate station (Moncalieri). The empty black dot indicates the localisation of the 

candidate station.  

In the detection and validation procedure of the BPs, the metadata gathered by D i 

Napoli et al. (1996) are used to verify if any physical cause could explain them. After 

the homogenisation of the monthly Tmax and Tmin series, the data of the period 

1927-1989 has been traced to ITS-90 using the program ToITS-90 (Pavlasek, 2015). 
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However, the correction applied has not introduced significant changes in the data 

series.  

b. The joint-estimation of the instrumental plus homogenisation uncertainty budget 

There are many studies showing the importance and need of applying homogeneity 

adjustments to climate time-series, but unfortunately, little attention has been paid to 

estimate uncertainties associated with this procedure. Previous studies, have 

considered only Type B (sub-section 2.1.3) uncertainties in their research (Brohan et 

al. 2006 or Willet et al. 2013, 2014). Otherwise both authors consider only an 

estimation of the calibration and adjusted uncertainty for the whole dataset and not 

individually for each station and each measurement. This is useful if we are working 

in world or hemispherical datasets, but not for regional, local or if we are comparing 

two different stations.  

In these late cases, there is the need to ensure a more complete traceability of 

individual time-series and apply adjustments for each one. In this thesis a preliminary 

approach to solve this complex problem is done, since many other different factors 

will determine the homogenisation and the measurement uncertainty. In this firs t 

approach is considered: 

 Uncertainties related to the homgenisation procedure: for this source of 

uncertainty, the number of BPs, the length of the period between adjacent BPs, 

the correction and the accuracy of the homogenisation method are considered. 

For the accuracy of the method the RMSD taking 12 monthly benchmark 

networks (surrogate networks) generated under the action COST-HOME 

(Venema et al. 2012) is computed. This benchmark was considered appropriate 

because many networks are derived from southern European stations. The 

validated BPs are taken and HOMER is applied onto the 12 networks. Later, the 

RMSD are computed for all the networks and compare the differences of the 

results from HOMER’s correction and the benchmark. For the detection capacity 

of the method, is also used this benchmark dataset and compute the Heidke Skill 

Score standard:  

                                HSSstd = 
𝑝− 𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑑

1− 𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑑
 ;                                                        (Eq. 3. 4) 
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Where: 
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 ;   p = 

𝑎+𝑑

𝑛
 ; a: true positive; b: false positives; c: 

false negatives; d: true negatives 

Therefore, to compute the uncertainty related to the homogenisation procedure is 

estimated (Eq. 3.5): 

           𝑈ℎ = √𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷 2 +  (1 − 𝐻𝑆𝑆
𝑠𝑡𝑑

       )
2

+  (𝑛º𝐵𝑃
𝑌𝑝 + 𝑌𝑛⁄ )2                               (Eq. 3.5) 

where RMSD represents the root mean square deviation; HSSstd stands for Hedike Skill Score 

standard;  nºBP indicates the number of the breakpoints; Yp is the number of years after the 

BP, while Yn is the number of years before the BP 

 The calibration uncertainty of the reference stations for the homogenisation, the 

calibration uncertainty (U) of all the reference stations used for calculating the 

adjustments is considered                                                 (Eq. 3.6): 

                                        Ur=(√∑𝑈2) /n+1                                                 (Eq. 3.6) 

where U= calibration uncertainty of the reference series. n= number of reference series  

 The instrumental uncertainty of the candidate station. It is computed considering 

the combined instrumental uncertainty of the period before and after each BP. 

For the estimation of the oldest thermometer uncertainty, it is followed the 

procedure developed by Knazovická and Strnad (2013), also under the MeteoMet 

project. So the instrumental uncertainty of the candidate station is expressed                                                    

(Eq. 3.7): 

                                           Uc=(√∑𝑈2)                                                      (Eq. 3.7) 

where U stands for instrumental uncertainty of the candidate series after and before the BPs  

 To take into account all the uncertainty source in the homogenisation procedure 

and estimate the combined uncertainty budge t, we adopt and apply to the 

adjusted time-series the equation (Taylor, 1997) (Eq. 3.8): 

                                    𝑼𝑯 = √𝑼𝒉
𝟐 +  𝑼𝒓

𝟐 +  𝑼𝒄
𝟐                                          (Eq. 3.8) 
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Figure 3.16: Diagram of the combined uncertainty budget methodology followed in 

this study 

For the trend computation of the homogenised data the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) 

((Eq. 3. 9) and Weighted Least Squares (WLS) are computed. The WLS (Eq. 3.10) 

give a weight of the difference observations, in this case takes into account the tota l 

joint-estimation homogenisation plus instrumental uncertainty to compute the trend. 

The both are used only for descriptive purpose. 

                                      Yi = β0 + β1Xi + εi                                                                              (Eq. 3. 9) 

                                                                  (Eq. 3.10)  

where ;  and  are the total uncertainties of each observation 
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In this section, the results of the statistical analysis of the differences AWSu – MAN at 

daily scale are provided. For this analysis three parallel measurements: Ebro Observatory 

(01/07/1991 – 31/05/2015, sub-section 3.2.1.1), Fabra Observatory (01/01/1997 – 

31/12/2010, sub-section 3.2.1.2) and Murcia Observatory (01/01/2004 – 31/12/2012, sub-

section 3.2.1.3) are analysed. For each one, firstly is shown the results from the assessment 

of the paired temperature time-series recorded under the AWSu and MAN observing 

systems for each period followed by, their relationships with other climate variables.  

4.1 – Ebro Observatory AWSu - MAN 

During the 24th years (1991-2015) of paired temperature observations AWSu – MAN, there 

have been three changes of automatic data loggers and temperature sensors that have not 

been calibrated periodically according metrological standard procedures and comparison 

cheeks to detect a malfunction of the AWSu causing diverse inhomogeneities on this paired 

temperature time-series. Therefore, the main characteristic of the AWS bias is the 

dependence on a particular instrumentation setting, since each HSP shows a different bias 

magnitude and/or sign (Figure 3.12).  

Table 4.1 provides some basic statistics (mean and RMSD) of ΔTmax and ΔTmin for each 

HSP. As is checked the differences (size and sign) depend on the HSP analysed, but the big 

differences are between the different data logger and temperature sensor installed (between 

SEAC, SOSS and ESOS periods) , the mean of the differences between the different HSPs 

detected for a one period are more similar than between the different temperature measuring 

systems. The mean of the ΔTmax (ΔTmin) series range between 0.3 ºC for SOSS1 and 

SOSS2 (0.5 ºC for SOSS3) and -1.1 ºC for SEAC2 (-0.9 ºC for SEAC2).  RMSD estimates 

for the ΔTmax (ΔTmin) oscillate between 0.2 ºC for ESOS1 and ESOS2 (0.1 ºC for ESOS2) 

and 1.2 ºC for SEAC2 (1.0 ºC also for SEAC2). For the SEAC and ESOS periods the 

largest differences are in the ΔTmax. The ESOS period shows the lowest differences, even 
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so, there is also variability in the bias considering the whole ESOS period, inasmuch as 

during these two years of parallel measurements there have been 2 BPs. Both BPs are 

related with a correction of the AWSu sensor derived by a comparison process. 

Table 4.1: Basic statistics estimated for each homogeneous sub-period (HSP) providing the 

number of parallel AWSu – MAN observations of Ebro Observatory, mean differences and 

root-mean square deviation (RMSD) for maximum temperature differences (ΔTmax) and 

minimum temperature differences (ΔTmin). 

  SEAC2 SEAC1 SOSS3 SOSS2 SOSS1 ESOS3 ESOS2 ESOS1 

N  1415 1397 652 1055 1842 991 155 348 

Mean 

ΔTmax 
[ºC] 

-1.1 -0.7 0.2 0.3 0.3 -0.2 0.0 -0.1 

 

ΔTmin 
[ºC] 

-0.9 -0.8 0.2 0.5 0.3 -0.3 0.0 -0.1 

RMSD 

ΔTmax 
[ºC] 

1.2 0.8 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 

 

ΔTmin 
[ºC] 

1.0 0.9 0.2 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.4 

The mean of the differences is not equal for all the HSPs and also the distribution of Δ Tmax 

and ΔTmin varies depending on the HSPs. Figure 4.1 shows the histograms (the values are 

in Table A2.1 in the Annexes section) of ΔTmax and ΔTmin for all HSPs. For the SEAC 

and ESOS period for which the mean of the differences are negative, also the most part of 

the differences are negative, on the contrary, for the SOSS period the most part of the 

differences are positive. This indicates, the higher relationship between the temperature 

measuring system and differences AWSu – MAN. 

For the SEAC period, for both HSPs and for the ΔTmax and ΔTmin, most part of the 

differences are larger than -0.5 ºC, especially for ΔTmax. And for SEAC2 most part of the 

differences are larger than -1 ºC, this shows the higher impact of the introduction of the 

AWSu as consequence of the lower accuracy of the SEAC AWSu. This fact could be 

corrected (or at least minimised) with the correct application of the metrological standards , 

as shown in section 3.1.1.2).  
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The bias sign for all the HSPs of the SOSS period is different when compared with other 

periods and HSPs, for these, for most part of the cases the bias is positive and also smaller 

than for the SEAC period.  

The SOSS2 sub-period is the sub-period in which the differences are larger, especially for 

ΔTmin, for which the proportion of cases with differences larger than 0.5 ºC is 40 %. This is 

consistent with the results of the mean and RMSD of this period.  

For the ESOS sub-periods, the differences are negative as in the SEAC sub-periods, but in 

these cases, most of the differences are lower than ±0.5 ºC. And as in the case of the SOSS 

period, the larger differences are in ΔTmin. This is also consistent with the results of the 

mean and RMSD.  

The distribution of the differences shows the complexity of this bias, the higher dependence 

of the type of sensor and as a result the complexity to minimise or correct the bias.  

 

Figure 4.1: Histogram of the daily maximum and minimum temperature differences AWSu – 

MAN of Ebro Observatory (ΔTmax and ΔTmin) for the 8 HSPs detected.  
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With the ΔTmax and ΔTmin time-series, the differences are not constant across the year, but 

follow a cycle. Figure 4.2 provides seasonal boxplots of ΔTmax and ΔTmin series (mean 

and RMSD in Table A2.2). In this case, only one HSP is shown for every period (the largest 

and most continuous HSP for each period: SEAC2, SOSS2 and ESOS3). For all the HSPs 

and for ΔTmax and ΔTmin series (except ESOS2, is not computed due to lack of data for all 

seasons), the differences across the seasons, are significant according the Fisher ANOVA 

test. So, the ΔTmax and ΔTmin depends on the season, the differences are not equal along 

the year and for a future minimisation/correction of the bias this fact have also to be 

considered.  

For the initial SEAC period, the AWS bias is negative and the largest in magnitude for both 

ΔTmax and ΔTmin series. Summer (June-August) is characterised by larger negative 

differences than winter (December-February) months. During the SOSS period, the AWS 

bias is positive for both Tmax and Tmin and its magnitude is lower, the higher differences 

occur in winter. In the last ESOS period, ΔTmax and ΔTmin are smaller, the seasonal cycle 

is reduced respect to the other periods but is still significant.  

 

Figure 4.2: Seasonal boxplots (DJF winter, MAM spring, JJA summer and SON autumn) 

for maximum (upper plots) and minmum (lower plots)temperature difference series AWSu-

MAN of Ebro Observatory  for one HSP for every period (the largest and  most continuous 
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HSP) the ESOS3 (for the ESOS period), SOSS2 (for the SOSS period) and SEAC2 (for the 

SEAC period) sub-periods.  

Previously, we see that there are significant differences depending on the season so one 

hypothesis can be that these differences are due to differences depending on the different 

seasonal temperature range or that these differences are due to different weather situations 

characteristics of each season.  

Figure 4.3 presents boxplots of ΔTmax and ΔTmin according to the different range of 

temperatures. In general, differences increase for the upper/lower temperatures, especially 

for the higher temperatures of both biases (ΔTmax and ΔTmin) for SEAC2 and lower 

temperature of both biases for SOSS2. The differences of the current period depending on 

the different range of temperatures are smaller.  

These differences dependent on the recorded temperature are another prove of the low 

accuracy of the sensors, especially the sensors of the periods SEAC and SOSS and the not 

application of the standard calibration procedures. It is obvious that with the introduction of 

the AWS, it was very likely that we can find differences. And these differences between the 

different AWS indicates that maybe there are something wrong, and also, the very high 

dependence between the temperature and the HSP analysed shows that is not only a 

problem of different device characteristics. There are something more, and taking into 

account, how the calibration works and the results of this procedure, one can conclude with 

a high confidence, that the introduction of the calibration procedure can reduce the 

differences and correct the AWS measurements. 
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Figure 4.3: Boxplots for maximum (upper plots) and minimum (lower plots) temperature 

difference series AWSu-MAN of Ebro Observatory of SEAC2, SOSS2 and ESOS3 for those 

days in which daily maximum temperatures (Tmax) is lower than 15 ºC, 15-30 ºC and upper 

than 30 ºC and days in which daily minimum temperatures (Tmin) is lower than 10 ºC, 10 -

20 ºC and upper than 20 ºC, it is also shown the mean of the ΔTmax and ΔTmin for the 

whole period. 

Another important point to consider for the analysis of the automatisation bias is the 

relationship of the bias with other variables. Previous studies, indicate, that there is a 

relationship between the bias and the daily mean wind speed and the radiation (Hubbard et 

al., 2004 or Milewska et al., 2002). It is important to determine the relationship between 

AWS bias characteristics and other climate variables, since this can provide more 

information to help to minimise the AWS bias.  

In this way, the relationship between the AWSu-MAN daily temperature differences and 

some variables is analysed, Table 4.2 gives Spearman’s correlation coefficients (ρ) 

estimated between ΔTmax and ΔTmin and the MAN Tmax and Tmin, daily temperature 

range (DTR), daily mean wind speed (WS) and sunshine hours.  
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Table 4.2: Spearman’s correlation coefficients (ρ) estimated among the maximum (ΔTmax) 

and minimum (ΔTmin) temperature differences AWSu-MAN of Ebro Observatory and Tmax 

– Tmin MAN (Tmax MAN, Tmin MAN) observations, daily temperature range (DTR), daily 

mean wind speed (WS) and daily number of sunshine hours (sunshine) for the SEAC2, 

SOSS2 and ESOS3 sub-periods. In bold are the coefficients that are statistically significant 

at the 95 % confidence level.  

 SEAC2 SOSS2 ESOS3 

 ΔTmax[ºC] ΔTmin[ºC] ΔTmax[ºC] ΔTmin[ºC] ΔTmax[ºC] ΔTmin[ºC] 

Tmax 
MAN 

-0.4  -0.5  -0.1  

Tmin 
MAN 

 -0.3  -0.3  -0.3 

DTR -0.1 0.2 -0.2 0.0 0.3 0.0 

WS -0.4 -0.2 -0.3 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 

Sunshine -0.3 0.0 -0.3 -0.1 0.1 -0.1 

The main conclusion is that the recorded temperature is the variable that has a high 

influence on the differences for the both cases (ΔTmax and ΔTmin). In general, for all the 

period and for the ΔTmax and ΔTmin the DTR has not an influence. Regarding the wind 

speed and the number of sunshine hours, have a little influence, but only on the ΔTmax for 

the SEAC and SOSS periods, but it is important to highlight that in both cases the ρ is not 

high.  

Figure 4.4 shows for the three sub-periods (SEAC2, SOSS2 and ESOS3) the ΔTmax (left) 

and ΔTmin (right plots) stratified depending on the wind speed and the number of sunshine 

hours (Table A2.3 the mean of the ΔTmax and ΔTmin for each sub-period and type of day). 

Therefore, according to the wind speed and sunshine hours, the days are classified into 4 

groups (Table 3.7 to se the values): the first one, for windy and with a few hours of 

sunshine days. The second is formed by windy and many hours of sunshine days. The third 

one group for calm and a few hours of sunshine days, while the last one, involves calm and 

many hours of sunshine hours. For the whole period and for winter and summer.  

As for the correlation results , the ΔTmax are more affected than the ΔTmin for all the sub-

periods depending ton the different weather type days. The ΔTmax in winter are most 
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affected for the covariables than in summer and for the whole sub-period. The higher 

differences are in winter ΔTmax between the windy and overcast days and the calm and 

clear days.  

For the SEAC2 sub-period, also the winter ΔTmax are the most affected by the covariables, 

so the mean winter ΔTmax of the windy and overcast days is -1.1 ºC, opposite, for the calm 

and clear days is -0.7 ºC.  

As for the other analysis, the characteristics of the differences AWSu-MAN of the period 

SOSS are different than for the other two periods. In this case, also the winter ΔTmax are 

the most affected by the covariables, but in this case the highest positive differences are for 

the calm and clear days (ΔTmax mean of this days is 0.8 ºC) and the lowest differences for 

the windy and overcast days (ΔTmax mean is 0. 3ºC).  

The relationship between the differences and the covariables of the ESOS period is similar 

than for the SEAC period but as for the other cases with lowest differences. So, in this case, 

also the winter ΔTmax differences are the most affected by the wind and the sunshine hours, 

and as for the SEAC2 sub-period, for the ESOS3 sub-period, the highest negative 

differences are for the windy and overcast days (ΔTmax mean -0.3 ºC). Oppositely, for the 

calm and clear winter days the mean of ΔTmax differences is positive, 0.1 ºC. 
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Figure 4.4: Boxplots for maximum (left plots) and minimum (right plots) temperature 

difference series AWSu-MAN of Ebro Observatory of SEAC2, SOSS2 and ESOS2 according 

the stratification of the days depending the wind speed and the sunshine hours. W-O (windy 

and overcast days), W-C (windy and clear days), C-O (calm and overcast days) and C-C 

(calm and clear days).On methodology (Page 93) to see the wind speed and sunshine hours 

thresholds.  

Even with the stratification of days according the covariables, the covariables have not a 

higher influence on the differences AWSu-MAN of Ebro Observatory than the recorded 

temperature. The sign and shape of the differences are not equal for all the HSPs. This may 

be because the two temperature measuring systems are always into the same Stevenson 

Screen and in the same relative position. This fact, supports the importance of the 

calibration and the adoption of the standard metrological procedures, because is the 

recorded temperature the variable that have a highest effect on the bias. Because only, 

calibrating correctly the AWS according the metrological standard procedures, it is possible 

to analyse independently the different temperature points, to then optain the calibration 

curve with which it can be possible to correct the different temperature measurements.  
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4.2 – Fabra Observatory AWSu – MAN 

The parallel daily temperature measurements AWSu-MAN of the Fabra Observatory 

analysed in this thesis come from 1996 to 2010, 15 years of parallel measurements. But as 

in the case of the Ebro Observatory, during these 15 years of paired observations, there have 

been also three different data loggers and temperature sensors and, in this case, also a 

change of the AWSu screen. As in the case of the Ebro Observatory, there are also different 

BPs during these periods, maybe for some corrections of the measurements or changes of 

the sensor due to a malfunction. So, as in the case of the Ebro Observatory, the main 

characteristic of the AWS bias and the common factor between the both observatories is the 

dependence of the bias with the temperature measurement system and for Fabra  

Observatory also with the AWSu screen. (Figure 3.13, page 88). 

Figure 3.13, shows that the higher differences are also in ΔTmax and especially during the 

MCV periods for which, besides to the different temperature measurement system, each one 

is into different screens. Table 4.3 provides some basic statistics (mean and RMSD) of 

ΔTmax and ΔTmin for each HSP. For ΔTmax there are larger differences depending on the 

HSP, so the higher differences are in the MCV1.2 (mean 3.7 ºC and RMSD 4.0 ºC) and the 

lower and negative differences in Vaisala period (mean -0.1 ºC and RMSD 0.6 ºC). This 

points to the big influence on the bias of the sensors sheltering. For ΔTmin the differences 

between the HSPs are lower, being the higher differences in MCV2.3 (mean -0.8 ºC and 

RMSD 0.9 ºC) and the lower differences are also found during the Vaisala period (mean      

-0.2 ºC and RMSD 0.3 ºC).  

It is important to highlight the different sign of the differences, for ΔTmax (positive,  AWSu 

measurements higher than MAN) and ΔTmin (negative, AWSu measurements lower than 

MAN) when the AWSu sensor was inside a multiplate screen and the MAN inside the 

Stevenson Screen. This can be due to the different conditions inside the screens, the 

Stevenson Screen is bigger and is made of wood, while, the multiplate screen is smaller and 

is made of plastic or fiberglass. This means that the conditions inside the two screens are 

different and the responses of the two screens to the environment changes are different.  

Due to this, under this thesis and under the MeteoMet/REG5 project a new sensor has been 

installed in Ebro Observatory (with exactly the same characteristics that the previous) but 

inside a Young screen to analyse separately which is the influence of the change on the 

temperature measurement system and which is the influence of the screen change. 
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Unfortunately, in many meteorological networks, automation of weather stations was not 

only the change of the measuring instrument / system but also, it has been accompanied by 

a change of the screen. For this reason, is so important to isolate the different factors of the 

transition and analyse the influence of each factor independently, with a complete 

knowledge about the complexity of the transition in order to correct or at least minimise the 

bias.  

Table 4.3: Basic statistics estimated for each homogeneous sub-period (HSP) providing the 

number of parallel AWSu – MAN observations of Fabra Observatory, mean differences and 

root-mean square deviation (RMSD) for maximum temperature differences (ΔTmax) and 

minimum temperature differences (ΔTmin). 

  MCV1.2 MCV1.1 MCV2.3 MCV2.2 MCV2.1 Vaisala 

N  669 545 504 515 457 1249 

Mean 
ΔTmax 

[ºC] 
3.7 1.1 0.5 1.8 1.5 -0.1 

 
ΔTmin 
[ºC] 

-0.6 -0.3 -0.8 0.0 -0.4 -0.2 

RMSD 
ΔTmax 

[ºC] 
4.0 1.7 1.2 2.1 1.9 0.6 

 
ΔTmin 

[ºC] 
0.8 0.7 0.9 0.4 0.6 0.3 

 

As in the case of Ebro Observatory, not only the mean, but also the distribution of the bias 

depends on the HSP. Figure 4.5 shows the histograms of ΔTmax and ΔTmin for each HSPs 

(the values are in Table A2.4). The main characteristic of the AWSu-MAN serie is the high 

differences of the MCV1 and MCV2 sub-periods, especially on ΔTmax.  

The histograms show that the higher differences are in the MCV1.2, in the same way that 

mean and RMSD, especially for the ΔTmax, for which more than 90% of the differences are 

larger than 1.5 ºC. Opposite, the differences on ΔTmin are also high (50% of the differences 

smaller than -0.5 ºC), but negative. This different sign on the differences can be as 

consequence of the different shelter. The multiplte screens are smaller so the inertia of the 

shelter is lower than with the Stevenson Screen. This means that the multiplate screen 

response quickly to the atmospheric change. On the other side, we have to consider if the 

multiplate screen is ventilated or not, for the not ventilated, the air circulation is smaller 

than in the case of the ventilated (as in the case of the Stevenson Screen), but in this case, 
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the air quantity inside the multiplate screen is lower. So, in sunny and calm days (days with 

high solar radiation and lower wind speed), for which the natural air mixing is not so much, 

we can expect to have higher temperatures during day time, due to the continuous heating, 

and lower temperatures during the night time by heat loss and terrestrial radiation, in 

multiplate screens than in the Stevenson Screen. 

During the MCV2 sub-periods, the distribution of the differences also indicates high 

positive differences for ΔTmax and not so high negative differences for ΔTmin. Regarding 

the ΔTmax is the MCV2.2 sub-period for which the differences are higher, for this sub-

period, more than 55 % of the differences are higher than 1.5 ºC, which is a very high 

percentage. Especially, if we consider that about 90 % of the ΔTmax are larger than 0.5 ºC.  

The ΔTmin of this period are also high, in this case, is the MCV2.3 the sub-period with the 

maximum differences, more than 75 % of the differences are smaller than -0.5 ºC.  

For the Vaisala period, the differences are lower for both extreme daily temperatures. For 

this case, the most part of the differences are between -0.5 and 0.5 ºC, and for both cases, 

mostly positives. For both extreme series , the most part of the differences out of this range 

are negative and between -1 and -0.5 ºC. This different differences sign especially on the 

ΔTmax and the smaller differences can be explained because in this period, both the AWSu 

and the MAN are recorded inside the Stevenson Screen. Otherwise, it c ould be a complete 

change on the temperature measurement system and a change on the manufacturer and this 

also can influence the change on the differences.  
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Figure 4.5: Histogram of the daily maximum and minimum temperature differences AWSu-

MAN of Fabra Observatory (ΔTmax and ΔTmin) for the 6 HSPs detected. 

Another important point for describing the bias is the seasonality, being especially 

important to minimise or to correct the bias in the future. The seasonality is a good indicator 

of the characteristics of the bias, because it gives us information about the factors that we 

have to consider.  

In this case, in concurrence with Ebro Observatory, the differences for all the sub-periods 

and for ΔTmax and ΔTmin across the season are statistically significant according the 

Fisher ANOVA test. 

The ΔTmax are the most influenced (Figure 4.6), as for the other characteristics, the 

differences are more similar between the MCVs sub-periods than with the Vaisala period. 

In the case of the MCV sub-period, in all the cases the higher differences are in summer and 

the lower in winter (also considerably minor in autumn). In the case of the ΔTmin, there are 

differences between the sub-periods of the MCV1 and MCV2. For the oldest sub-periods, 
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the most part of the ΔTmin are negative in all the seasons. Is not the case of ΔTmin of the 

MCV2, because for this sub-periods, there are differences on the sign of the bias according 

the season. So, especially for winter the differences are positive and for spring-summer 

negative. As is explained, in this sub-period the AWSu and the MAN are not inside the 

same screen, so this can have an influence on the different sign of the differences according 

the season.  

In the Vaisala period, the differences along the seasons are important, so in the case of the 

ΔTmax, in winter the differences are negative but for summer, the most part of the 

differences are positive. For ΔTmin, in all the seasons the most part of the differences are 

negative, but is for winter and autumn when the differences are larger.  

 

Figure 4.6: Seasonal boxplots of the ΔTmax (upper plots) and ΔTmin (lower plots) for the 

MCV1.2, MCV2.2 and Vaisala sub-periods, Fabra Observatory.  

We have seen in the Ebro Observatory data, that the recorded temperature has an influence 

on the differences. In the case of the Fabra Observatory AWSu-MAN, for the MCVs 

periods, the influence on the ΔTmin is negligible, but not for ΔTmax. In the case of ΔTmax, 

for all sub-periods of MCV1 and MCV2 for lower Tmax (< 15 ºC) the differences are lower 

than for the high Tmax (>30 ºC) for which the mean of the ΔTmax are higher than the mean 

of all ΔTmax (Figure 4.7).  
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In the case of the Vaisala period, the both (ΔTmax and ΔTmin) are different depending on 

the recorded temperature. Thereby, the sign of ΔTmax depends on the recorded 

temperature, for lower Tmax, the mean of the difference are negative and for higher Tmax, 

the mean of the differences are positive and lower than for lower Tmax. In case of Tmin, the 

differences also depend on the recorded Tmin but in this case, the mean of the differences is 

also negative. So, for Tmin, higher negative differences when the Tmin of the MAN 

observations is lower than 10 ºC.  

 

Figure 4.7: Boxplots for maximum (upper plots) and minimum (lower plots) temperature 

difference series AWSu-MAN of Fabra Observatory of MCV1.2, MCV2.2 and Vaisala for 

those days in which daily maximum temperatures (Tmax) is lower than 15 ºC, 15 -30 ºC and 

upper than 30 ºC and days in which daily minimum temperatures (Tmin) is lower than 10 

ºC, 10-20 ºC and upper than 20 ºC. 

At this point, it is checked that the ΔTmax and ΔTmin of the MCVs sub-periods are 

significantly different than for the Vaisala period and than for the Ebro Observatory sub-

periods. We know that for these sub-periods, we not only are comparing two observations 

take it by different measurement systems, but also by paced in different shelter. It was 

expectable that for the MCVs sub-periods, the correlation with covariables will be higher 

than for the Vaisala period.  
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Table 4.4 shows the spearman’s correlation coefficients between ΔTmax, ΔTmin and Tmax 

and Tmin recorded temperatures, DTR, wind speed and sunshine hours. Opposite to the 

expected, the Spearman’s correlation coefficients for the MCVs sub-periods are not vey 

high. But if the days are stratified depending on a combination of high and lower wind 

speed and sunshine hours, effectively, the MCVs sub-periods are more affected (Figure 

4.8), especially for the MCV2.2 and ΔTmax. 

The winter ΔTmax are most affected by the combination of wind and sunshine than the 

summer ΔTmax for MCV1.2. There are higher differences on winter ΔTmax between the 

wind and overcast days than the calm and clear days. For the calm and clear days, the 

winter ΔTmax are always higher than the mean, opposite the ΔTmax of windy and overcast 

days are always lower than the mean. In the case of ΔTmin, only for winter the difference of 

the calm and clear days is lower than the mean.  

For MCV2.2, the ΔTmax are especially affected by the sunshine. Thereby, for the whole 

year, the clear days (windy and calm) the ΔTmax are higher than the mean. In summer are 

the windy and calm days the days with highest ΔTmax. In the case of ΔTmin, in winter for 

the windy and overcast days the differences are positive. In summer, the higher differences 

are at calm and clear days.  

For the Vaisala period, there are not differences on the ΔTmax and ΔTmin depending on the 

stratification of the days according the wind speed and sunshine hours.  

Table 4.4: Spearman’s correlation coefficients (ρ) estimated among the maximum (ΔTmax) 

and minimum (ΔTmin) temperature differences and Tmax – Tmin MAN (Tmax MAN, Tmin 

MAN) observations, daily temperature range (DTR), wind speed (WS) and sunshine hours 

(sunshine) for the MCV1.2, MCV2.2 and Vaisala sub-periods, Fabra Observatory. In bold 

are the coefficients that are statistically significant at the 95 % confidence level.  

 MCV1.2 MCV2.2 Vaisala 

 ΔTmax[ºC] ΔTmin[ºC] ΔTmax[ºC] ΔTmin[ºC] ΔTmax[ºC] ΔTmin[ºC] 

Tmax 
MAN 

0.3  0.5  0.5  

Tmin 
MAN 

 0.0  0.0  0.3 

DTR 0.3 -0.1 0.5 -0.1 0.4 0.3 

WS -0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 -0.3 -0.2 

Sunshine 0.4 -0.2 0.5 -0.1 0.3 0.2 
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Figure 4.8: For the MCV1.2, MCV2.2 and Vaisala sub-periods (Fabra Observatory) the 

boxplots of ΔTmax (left plots) and ΔTmin (right plots) according the stratification of the day 

depending on the wind speed and the sunshine hours. W-O (windy and overcast days), W-C 

(windy and clear days), C-O (calm and overcast days), C-C (calm and clear days). See 

Table A2.5 (page 203) for the values.  
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4.3 – Murcia Observatory AWSu – MAN 

Eight years of parallel measurements of AWSu-MAN (2004-2012) have been used for 

Murcia observatory. As in the case of Ebro and Fabra Observatories, AWSu-MAN parallel 

measurements show during these 8 years different BPs, describing 4 HSPs. Also for this 

daily parallel temperature time-series, the main characteristic of the AWS bias is the 

dependence of the bias with the instrumentation, with the changes on the AWSu ( Figure 

3.14, page 90).  

Table 4.5 shows the mean and RMSD for ΔTmax and ΔTmin for the 4 HSPs detected. In 

general, the differences are positive except for the ΔTmax of SEAC3 for which the mean of 

ΔTmax is -0.4 ºC. The higher differences for the both daily temperature extremes are in this 

SEAC3 sub-period, the RMSD of ΔTmax is 0.7 ºC (1.0 ºC for ΔTmin). The lower 

differences for the both (ΔTmax and ΔTmin) are for SEAC1. 

Table 4.5: Basic statistics estimated for each homogeneous sub-period (HSP) providing the 

number of parallel AWSu – MAN observations of Murcia Observatory, mean differences 

and root-mean square deviation (RMSD) for maximum temperature differences (ΔTmax) 

and minimum temperature differences (ΔTmin). 

  SEAC4 SEAC3 SEAC2 SEAC1 

N  980 673 694 845 

Mean ΔTmax [ºC] 0.1 -0.4 0.4 0.0 

 ΔTmin [ºC] 0.5 0.9 0.3 0.2 

RMSD ΔTmax [ºC] 0.4 0.7 0.5 0.4 

 ΔTmin [ºC] 0.6 1.0 0.5 0.4 

 

With the mean and RMSD is obvious that there are differences on the bias depending on the 

HSP, especially the SEAC3 sub-period. Another important point in order to explain the bias 

is the distribution of the differences. For the parallel measurements AWSu-MAN of Murcia 

Observatory, the most part of the ΔTmax and ΔTmin for all the HSPs -except for the 

SEAC3- are between -0.5 and 0.5 ºC (Figure 4.9). 

For the older HSP, the SEAC4, most than 80 % of the ΔTmax are between -0.5 and 0.5 ºC, 

the ΔTmax outside this range are mostly negative, but the larger differences are positive, 

being ΔTmax higher than 1.5 ºC. For the ΔTmin of this period, the differences are larger, 
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the percentage of the differences inside the interval -0.5 ºC - 0.5 ºC is 51 % and the greatest 

part of the differences are inside the range 0.5 and 1.0 ºC (44.9 %), so main ly, the 

differences are positive.  

As it is explained before, the SEAC3 is the sub-period in which the bias is larger, for both 

series (ΔTmax and ΔTmim). For ΔTmax, the most part of the differences are negative and 

around 50 % are smaller than -0.5 ºC. For ΔTmin, the most part are positive, and more than 

80 % of the differences are larger than 0.5 ºC.  

For the SEAC2 sub-period, and for both variables, the most part of the differences are 

positive and the percentage of cases in which ΔTmax and ΔTmin are larger than 0.5 ºC is 

more than 25 %. 

The SEAC1 sub-period, which is the most recent, shows, as for the other parallel 

temperature series AWSu-MAN analysed, that the differences are lower than for the other 

sub-periods and the main part of them are inside the range -0.5 and 0.5 ºC, about the 85 % 

in both cases.  ΔTmax outside this range are mostly negative, while the opposite happens in 

the case of ΔTmin which the differences outside the interval are mostly positive.  
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Figure 4.9: Histogram of the daily maximum and minimum temperature differences AWSu-

MAN of Murcia Observatory (ΔTmax and ΔTmin) for the 4 HSPs detected, SEAC4, SEAC3, 

SEAC2 and SEAC1, Table A2.6, page 204 to see the values. 

Also, as for the other observatories analysed, the AWS bias has an important seasonality. In 

the case of the Murcia AWSu-MAN, except for the SEAC1 ΔTmax, the differences across 

the seasons are significant according the Fisher ANOVA test.  

Figure 4.10 shows seasonal boxplots for ΔTmax and ΔTmin for each HSP detected. For 

SEAC4 the main characteristic of ΔTmax is that for summer the differences are positive and 

for winter mostly negative and for Δ Tmin the differences for all the seasons are mainly 

positive but larger for spring and summer. For SEAC3, ΔTmax in summer are larger than 

for the other seasons, especially than for winter, the season in which the differences are 

lower. As it has been shown before, the differences of ΔTmin of this period are mainly 

negative and for these variables, as different as for ΔTmax the larger differences are in 

summer. For SEAC2 sub-period, for ΔTmax as for SEAC4 the larger positive differences 
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are in summer, and in this sub-period also for autumn. For ΔTmin, the larger differences are 

also larger in summer. In the case of SEAC1, the differences across the season are lower, 

especially for ΔTmax, for which the differences are not significant.  

 

Figure 4.10: Seasonal boxplots of the ΔTmax (upper plots) and ΔTmin (lower plots) for the 

four HSPs detected in Murica Observatory.  

Figure 4.11 shows the boxplots of the ΔTmax and ΔTmin depending on different Tmax and 

Tmin temperature range for the four detected HSPs. It is for the sub-periods SEAC3 and 

SEAC2 when there are more differences on the bias depending on the range of 

temperatures. Thereby, the ΔTmax, in the case of Tmax lower than 15 ºC, of SEAC3 are 

mostly positive and for the other ranges of temperatures are negative. Contrary, the 

differences ΔTmin for all ranges of Tmin are mainly negative, but for the cases of Tmin 

lower than 10 ºC the differences are lower and some part positive. As for Tmax, as higher is 

the Tmin register, higher ΔTmin.  

For the SEAC2 sub-period, there are also significant differences on the ΔTmax and ΔTmin 

depending on the Tmax and Tmin registered but in this case, the sign of the differences is 

mainly positive but the magnitude differs. For the both cases, lower temperatures (lower 

Tmax and Tmin) means lower differences, especially for ΔTmax.  

For the other two periods, the differences are not so influenced by the recorded temperature. 

For the SEAC4 sub-period the ΔTmax, but especially the ΔTmin are slightly higher for high 

temperatures. The dependence ΔT – T of the SEAC1 is similar to the SEAC4. These results 
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are consistent with the significant Spearman correlation coefficients (Table 4.6), especially 

for the SEAC3 but also for the SEAC2 between the ΔTmax (ΔTmin) and Tmax (Tmin). 

 

Figure 4.11: Boxplots for maximum (upper plots) and minimum (lower plots) temperature 

difference series AWSu-MAN of Murcia Observatory of the four HSPs detected for those 

days in which daily maximum temperatures (Tmax) is lower than 15 ºC, 15-30 ºC and upper 

than 30 ºC and days in which daily minimum temperatures (Tmin) is lower than 10 ºC, 10 -

20 ºC and upper than 20 ºC. 

The AWSu-MAN differences of Murcia Observatory are also affected by the covariables. 

Table 4.6 shows the Spearman’s correlation coefficients between ΔTmax and ΔTmin and 

the recorded temperature, the DTR, the wind speed and the daily number of sunshine hours. 

In general, the correlation of the wind speed and the sunshine with the differences AWSu-

MAN, are similar than the results found to the AWSu-MAN of Ebro Observatory. As for 

this case, the highest correlations are for the relation between the differe nces and the 

recorded temperature and the DTR, while for wind speed and sunshine hours the 

correlations are lower. The ΔTmax of the SEAC3 are the more correlated with the sunshine 

hours.  
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Table 4.6: Spearman’s correlation coefficients (ρ) estimated among the maximum (ΔTmax) 

and minimum (ΔTmin) temperature differences and Tmax – Tmin MAN (Tmax MAN, Tmin 

MAN) observations, daily temperature range (DTR), wind speed (WS) and sunshine hours 

(sunshine) for the SEAC4, SEAC3, SEAC2 and SEAC1 sub-periods, Murcia Observatory. In 

bold are the coefficients that are statistically significant at the 95 % confidence level.  

 SEAC4 SEAC3 SEAC2 SEAC1 

 ΔTmax 

[ºC] 

ΔTmin 

[ºC] 

ΔTmax

[ºC] 

ΔTmin 

[ºC] 

ΔTmax

[ºC] 

ΔTmin 

[ºC] 

ΔTmax

[ºC] 

ΔTmin 

[ºC] 

Tmax 

MAN 

0.1  -0.7  0.4  0.3  

Tmin 

MAN 

 -0.1  -0.5  0.5  0.1 

DTR -0.2 0.3 -0.5 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 

WS -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.2 

Sunshine 0.1 0.2 -0.5 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.1 -0.1 

 

But as for the other cases, if the days are stratified depending on the wind speed and the 

sunshine hours, the relation of these two variables with the differences is higher, especially 

if we consider what is happening for the extreme seasons, winter and summer. Figure 4.12 

shows the boxplots for all the HSPs detected with the Δ Tmax and ΔTmin according the 

days stratification, for the whole year, as well as for winter and summer.  

As for the other cases, winter is the season in which the differences AWSu-MAN are more 

influenced by the wind speed and the sunshine hours, but as for the other parallel series, this 

influence is not equal for all the HSPs and for different sub-periods, the same type of 

weather days can give larger or lower differences.  

For the SEAC4 sub-period, the winter ΔTmax of the windy and clear days are negative, and 

oppositely the calm and overcast days positive. The SEAC3 sub-period as is showed before 

is the most affected, especially in winter. In general, for this period, the ΔTmax of the 

windy and overcast days are positive and the highest negative differences are found -for 

windy and clear days. For the ΔTmin the differences are lower, except for winter, for which 

the maximum positive differences are for the calm and clear days.   

For the SEAC2 there are also differences depending on the stratifications days, especially 

for the ΔTmax. So, in general, for the whole year and winter, the windy and overcast days 
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and the calm and overcast days have lower differences and the calm and clear days have the 

highest positive differences. For summer, the calm and overcast and the windy and clear 

days are the days with the maximum positive differences.  

On the SEAC1 sub-period, there are also differences depending on the windy and sunshine 

conditions. And this difference depends on the season, so for winter the windy and overcast 

days have negative and larger ΔTmax and opposite this type of days in summer means 

larger and positive ΔTmax. Regarding the ΔTmin of this period, the influences of the 

covariables are lower.  
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Figure 4.12: Boxplots of ΔTmax (left plots) and ΔTmin (right plots) for the four sub -periods 

determinate according the stratification of the day depending the wind speed and the 

sunhine hours. W-O windy and overcast days, W-C windy and clear days, C-O calm and 

overcast days and C-C calm and clear days. Page 93 to see the thresholds.  
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Chapter 4 summary 

I. There is a clear dependence of AWSu bias on a particular instrumentation setting, 

since each HSP of every parallel temperature series analysed shows different bias 

magnitude and/or sign. Therefore any bias description or correction attempt must 

carefully account for internal inhomgeneities. 

II. In general, the AWSu-MAN differences are not equal for all the seasons, so for the 

majority of the HSP there is a clear seasonal cycle. 

III. The distribution of the differences depends also on the HSP analysed for the three 

observatories, in general the current HSP have lower differences 

IV. The recorded temperature has a high impact on the differences. So the Δ Tmax and 

ΔTmin depends on the Tmax or Tmin observed. This shows the impact of a not 

calibration regarding the metrological standard procedures. 

V. In general, the covariables independently have not a high impact on the 

differences. But the stratification of the days depending on the wind speed and the 

sunshine hours has an impact on the bias.  

VI. For Fabra Observatory, when the AWSu-MAN observations are take it in different 

shelters the differences are higher. This shows the need to study the AWS bias 

isolated. 

VII. To correct or at least minimise the AWSu-MAN bias it will be necessary to take 

into account the dependence of the ΔTmax and ΔTmin with the HSP and the 

seasonal cycle of the differences. These high differences with the AWSu and the 

bias and the shortness of the HSPs make difficult the possible application of the 

current homogenisation methods.  
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In the previous chapter, is demonstrated that the main characteristic of the AWSu – MAN 

differences is the higher dependence of the bias with the AWSu. This can be caused by the 

not adoption of the standard metrological procedures.  

The introduction of AWS has been a breakthrough and has brought us many advantages, 

but in order to fully exploit the advantages of these measurement systems, first ly is 

necessary to understand very well the complexity of the new temperature measurements 

and apply all procedures required to ensure the reliability of the measures. 

In this chapter, is used the data registered by the three field trials, to answer two question : 

the first one is if the adoption of the standard calibration procedures can improve the 

reliability of the temperature time-series and secondly if with this is also possible at least 

minimise the AWS bias. This chapter is organised in three parts, on the first part is 

analysed the data take it on Moncalieri, in the second the data take it in Castello Borello, 

with this two field trials, the first question is assessed and on the third and last section, the 

data measured in Ebro Observatory is used to answer the second question.  

 

5.1 – The impact of the adoption of the calibration curve – Moncalieri field trial 

In this field trial, the AWS previously installed was calibrated regarding the metrological 

procedures, so in this field trial, there is only one AWS. Therefore, in here are provided 

the results of assessing the impact of introducing (AWSc) or not (AWSu) the calibration 

curve, as it is described in sub-section 3.1.2 (see page 78 for details of this field trial and 

the results of the calibration procedure applied to the AWSu in use). This means that the 

recorded observations are subjected to the application, or not, of the derived calibration 

curve. Thanks to this strategy, is possible isolate the influence of the application of the 

calibration curve and, therefore not assess the impact of other variables on the difference 
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series (AWSc – AWSu). It is only analysed to what degree the application of the 

calibration procedures affects the data series of daily Tmax and Tmin observations.  

Figure 5.1 shows daily differences of both daily ΔTmax and ΔTmin (AWSc – AWSu) 

estimated from the Moncalieri field trial 01/09/2012 – 31/08/2013. The differences are 

lower for ΔTmin and in winter than in ΔTmax and in summer, as according to the results 

of the calibration curve, that indicates higher corrections for lower temperatures.  

 

Figure 5.1: Daily maximum (upper plot) and minimum (bottom) temperature differences 

applying (AWSc) or not (AWSu) the results of the calibration curve in Moncalieri 

Observatory. Dotted grey lines surround the calibration uncertainty range (± 0.32 ºC). 

Red and blue (dark red and dark blue) circles identify differences inside (outside) the 

calibration uncertainty. 

Table 5.1 provides annual and seasonal (winter and summer) averages of daily ΔTmax and 

ΔTmin along with the RMSD and the percentage of observations in which the differences 

are inside the calibration uncertainty for the whole year, summer and winter. These 

statistics confirm that the largest differences are estimated for winter and for ΔTmin. The 

mean of the ΔTmax for the whole year is -0.36 ºC and for ΔTmin -0.50 ºC, for both cases 
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the mean of the yearly differences are outside the calibration uncertainty. And if is 

analysed what happen for the extreme seasons, is showed that for winter the mean of 

ΔTmin is   -0.68 ºC, being of -0.53 ºC for ΔTmax.  

Also the RMSD shows that the highest differences are for ΔTmin, as a result, only the   

6.9 % of the ΔTmin are inside the calibration uncertainty, this means that the 93.1 % of the 

measurements of the AWSu without applying the calibration curve are potentially wrong.  

These are very high differences, that shows not only to give traceability to the temperature 

time-series, also for the reliability of this time -series, the metrological procedures should 

be adopted.  

Table 5.1: Annual and seasonal (winter and summer) mean differences (ºC) applying 

(AWSc) or not (AWSu) the calibration curve for daily maximum (ΔTmax) and minimum 

(ΔTmin) temperatures, along with the Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD), the 

percentage of differences falling into the calibration uncertainty (%|0.32| ºC) and the 

number of parallel observations (n) for the period 21/09/2012 – 20/09/2013. 

 n ΔTmax [ºC] ΔTmin [ºC] 

Mean (annual) 365 -0.36 -0.50 

Mean (winter) 90 -0.53 -0.68 

Mean (summer) 92 -0.20 -0.34 

RMSD (annual) 365 0.38 0.52 

% |0.32| ºC - 46.9 6.9 

 

Figure 5.2 shows the histogram of the ΔTmax and ΔTmin. The most part of the differences 

and the higher mean differences are for ΔTmin, and also for this variable is when the 

proportion of differences larger than -0.5 ºC is higher. For ΔTmax, the proportion of the 

differences larger than -0.5 ºC also is important but least. This is an important fact, that 

shows how the not introduction of the calibration results can affects our data. 
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Figure 5.2: Histogram of the daily maximum and minimum temperature differences 

applying (AWSc) or not (AWSu) the calibration curve of Moncalieri Observatory 

observations (ΔTmax and ΔTmin). In dark red and dark blue (for ΔTmax and ΔTmin) the 

ΔTmax and ΔTmin outside the calibration uncertainty (0.32 ºC) 

From Table 5.1 it is evident that the largest differences are estimated for winter for the two 

variables, with December for ΔTmax and February for ΔTmin showing the largest 

differences (Figure 5.3). In winter months plus March and November for ΔTmax all the 

differences fall outside the calibration uncertainty. For ΔTmin only some paired 

observations in summer fall inside the calibration uncertainty.  

 

Figure 5.3: Boxplot of monthly maximum (ΔTmax) and minimum (ΔTmin) temperature 

differences applying (AWSc) or not (AWSu) the results of the calibration curve from the 

period 01/09/2012 to 31/08/2013 at the Moncalieri Observatory. Dotted line indicates the 

calibration uncertainty ±0.32 ºC.  
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We see that the adoption or not of the calibration curve has an impact on the temperature 

time-series, has an impact on the seasonality, and also has an impact on some of the 

extreme indices. Table 5.2 provides the results of our comparison between the adoption or 

not of the calibration curve for the yearly Tmax and Tmin annual average and for some 

some ETCCDI indices.  

The fact of adopting or not the results of the application of the calibration curve has also 

an impact on the yearly Tmax and Tmin average. For both cases also the yearly average of 

the daily extremes are outside the calibration uncertainty and obviously, the ΔTmin are 

more affected.  

In the case of the three ETCCDI analysed indices: the Frost Days (FD), Summer Days 

(SU) and the tropical nights (TR), for the Moncalieri AWSc-AWSu only the FD was 

affected, without appling the results of the calibration curve, the number of FD are less 

than considering this. This is because this index is based on the cold extremes, the most 

affected by the calibration curve.  

Table 5.2: Annual averaged results for daily maximum (Tmax) and minimum (Tmin) 

temperatures and the number of Frost days (FD), Summer days (SU) and tropical nights 

(TR) calculated applying (AWSc) or not (AWSu) the calibration curve of the observations 

taken ate Moncalieri Observatory.   

 AWSu AWSc 

Daily Tmax mean for the whole year (ºC) 19.22 18.86 ± 0.32 

Daily Tmin mean for the whole year (ºC) 9.55 9.04 ± 0.32 

Frost Days (no. days) 43 58.5 ± 8.5 

Summer Days (no. days)  122 120 ± 3 

Tropical Nights (no. days) 29 28 ± 1 

 

These results indicate the importance of adopting a standard calibration procedure to most 

robustly record temperatures, also have to take into account that a single sensor is used, 

thus, the differences are only due to the application or not of the calibration curve. There 

are not any other factors that can affect these differences.   
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5.2 – The differences between and AWSc and AWSu – Castello Borello field trial 

In Castello Borello (Italy) was installed an AWS calibrated regarding the metrological 

standard procedures (see sub-section 3.1.3.2 for details). Therefore, for this field trial the 

parallel measurements AWSu – AWSc come from 21/09/2013 to 20/09/2014. The 

objective of analysing these data is to check if the introduction of the standard 

metrological procedures has an impact on the temperature time-series. For this purpose it 

is assumed that one year of data is quite enough. It is justified because, as for the previous 

sub-section, the objective of this analysis is not the correction of the differences, but the 

description of the impact. 

In here, constrasting with the analysis of Moncalieri Observatory, for this analysi the 

observations taken by two different AWS are used. One AWS previously installed by the 

SMI only calibrated by the manufacturer (AWSu), and another AWS installed under the 

MeteoMet/REG5 project and calibrated at INRiM (AWSc). This AWSc is manufactured 

by Rotronic and to try to avoid the influence of other factors, both sensors (AWSu and 

AWSc) are placed inside the same Stevenson Screen and in the same relative position. 

The analysis of the Tmax and Tmin paired series AWSc – AWSu (ΔTmax and ΔTmin) 

indicates that the introduction of AWSu has a negative effect on the quality of temperature 

time-series, especially remarkable during spring and summer months in this setting, as 

shown in Figure 5.4. As for Moncalieri Observatory, also the ΔTmin are more affected  
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Figure 5.4: Daily maximum (upper plot) and minimum (bottom) temperature differences 

between the AWS calibrated and the AWSu uncalibrated (AWSc – AWSu) of Castello 

Borello field trial. Dotted grey lines surround the calibration uncertainty range (± 0.16 

ºC). Red and blue (dark red and dark blue) circles identify differences inside (outside) the 

calibration uncertainty. 

In this regard, from Table 5.3 is shown the 67.4 % of the ΔTmax are inside the calibration 

uncertainty but only the 34.5 % of ΔTmin are inside the ± 0.16 ºC. This indicates that the 

calibration procedure has a high impact on the quality of climate series, because most of 

the differences fall outside the calibration uncertainty, meaning that most of the 

measurements taken by the AWSu sensor are potentially inaccurate, especially for Tmin 

observations. The RMSD of ΔTmax (0.15 ºC) are inside the calibration uncertainty but not 

the RMSD of ΔTmin (0.28 ºC) , also these statistics show that the Δ Tmin differences are 

higher.  
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Table 5.3: Annual and seasonal (winter and summer) mean differences (ºC) between the 

AWS calibrated (AWSc) or the AWS not calibrated (AWSu) for daily maximum (ΔTmax) 

and minimum (ΔTmin) temperatures, along with the Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) 

and the percentage of differences falling into the calibration uncertainty (%|0.16| ºC) for 

the period 21/09/2013 – 20/09/2014. 

 ΔTmax  ΔTmin  

Mean (year) [ºC] -0.1 -0.2 

Mean (winter) [ºC] 0.06 -0.10 

Mean (summer) [ºC] -0.10 -0.27 

RMSD [ºC] 0.15 0.28 

% |0.16| ºC 67.4 34.52 

 

As for Moncalieri, it is also analysed the distribution of the differences ΔTmax and 

ΔTmin. Figure 5.5 shows the distribution of ΔTmax and ΔTmin. In this case, the 

proportion of cases inside the calibration uncertainty, for both variables is higher, 

especially for ΔTmax and also for this field trial, the differences outside this calibration 

uncertainty, in general, are less than 0.5 ºC. Only for ΔTmin about the 6% of the 

differences are larger than ±0.5 ºC. 

 

Figure 5.5: Histogram of the daily maximum and minimum temperature differences 

between the AWS calibrated (AWSc) and the not calibrated (AWSu) of Castello Borello 

field trial observations (ΔTmax and ΔTmin). In dark red and dark blue (for ΔTmax an d 

ΔTmin) the ΔTmax and ΔTmin outside the calibration uncertainty (0.16 ºC)  
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In contrast to Moncalieri AWSc – AWSu differences, for Castello Borello, summer is the 

season in which the differences are higher, otherwise, for this field trial, the sign of the 

differences is not always negative. Figure 5.6 shows the monthly boxplots of Δ Tmax and 

ΔTmin, for which is evident that the lowest differences are estimated for summer for both 

variables, the lowest differences are for summer plus September for ΔTmin.  

This is in concordance with Table 5.3 is evident that the largest differences for Castello 

Borello are estimated for summer for the two variables, with July also for the both 

variables showing the largest differences (Figure 5.6). For summer months plus September 

all the ΔTmin fall outside the calibration range, in the case of ΔTmax, as is seen the 

differences are lower and for all the months the most part of the differences fall inside the 

calibration range.   

 

Figure 5.6: Boxplot of monthly maximum (ΔTmax) and minimum (ΔTmin) temperature 

differences between the AWS calibrated (AWSc) and the AWS uncalibrated (AWSu) from 

the period 21/09/2013 – 20/09/2014 at the Castello Borello Observatory. Dotted line 

indicates the AWSc calibration uncertainty ±0.16 ºC. 

As expected, the differences depend on the recorded temperature, thereby, Figure 5.7 

shows the ΔTmax and ΔTmin stratifying the days depending on the Tmax and Tmin. 

Especially, for ΔTmin higher temperatures means higher negative differences. For Tmin 

upper than 10 ºC the most part of the differences are negative and also outside the 

calibration uncertainty. This linearity of the differences according the recorded 

temperatures can be caused by the non-calibration of the AWSu.  
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Figure 5.7: Boxplot for maximum (left plot) and minimum (right plot) temperature 

difference series AWSc – AWSu of Castello Borello field trial for those days in which daily 

maximum temperatures (Tmax) is lower than 10 ºC, 10-20 ºC and upper than 20 ºC and 

days in which daily minimum temperature (Tmin) is lower than 5 ºC, 5-10 ºC and upper 

than 10 ºC. 

We see that differences between both sensors readings are mainly determinate by the 

recorded temperature, but these differences are also influenced by other climate variables, 

such as RA, WS and RH. In this regard, Table 5.4 provides the spearman’s correlation 

coefficients estimated for ΔTmax and ΔTmin and the recorded Tmax and Tmin 

temperature, the DTR, the WS, the RA and the RH.  

For ΔTmax, the higher correlation is with the recorded Tmax, and the results of the 

Spearman’s correlation test are in accordance with what is shown in the previous test and 

graphs. Opposite, the ΔTmin are also affected by the recorded Tmin but also is affected by 

other covariables, as the relative humidity and the DTR. 
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Table 5.4: Spearman’s correlation coefficients (ρ) estimated among the maximum 

(ΔTmax) and minimum (ΔTmin) temperature differences AWSc - AWSu and Tmax – Tmin 

of AWSc  observations, daily temperature range (DTR), wind speed (WS), radiation (RA) 

and relative humidity (RH) for the Castello Borello field trial observations. In bold are the 

coefficients that are statistically significant at the 95 % confidence level.  

 ΔTmax [ºC] ΔTmin [ºC] 

Tmax AWSc -0.5  

Tmin AWSc  -0.4 

DTR -0.3 -0.5 

WS -0.3 -0.4 

RA -0.3 -0.4 

RH 0.1 0.5 

 

The main characteristic of the differences is the dependence on the recorded temperature, 

the linearity of the differences with the recorded temperature. This shows the need of the 

calibration, with this field trial and with the Moncalieri’s field trial, is shown that the not 

adoption of the standard metrological procedures affects the quality not only of the daily 

data, but also the statistics computed with the AWSu series.  
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5.3 – The Ebro Observatory field trial, a triple analysis between AWSc, AWSu and 

MAN  

In chapter 4 is proved that the main characteristic of the automatisation of weather stations 

is the dependence of the bias with the HSP studied. For the three parallel measurements 

series AWSu - MAN (Ebro Observatory, Fabra Observatory and Murcia Observatory), 

when there is metadata available, every change on the AWSu or every comparison 

procedure applied on the AWSu means a break on the difference series (AWSu-MAN). It 

is known that unfortunately this is the most common way on the introduction of the  AWS. 

On the other side, with the previous field trials, the introduction of the metrological 

procedures has a high impact on the measurements. And the main of this thesis is to try to 

isolate what implies the automatisation of the AWS on the temperature time-series.  

Therefore, to assess the real impact of introducing an AWS, it is required to isolate this 

transition to other factors than can also affect the measurements. For this, it is considered 

that for study correctly this transition is necessary to take into account two points. The 

first one, the AWS installed should be calibrated regarding the standard metrological 

procedures, to ensure that the AWS measurements are corrects and the second point is that 

the both instruments should be inside the same screen under the same observation 

conditions. Only considering these two points is possible to assess the real characteristics 

of the AWS bias, what implies measure the temperature with the two different 

measurement systems.  

To assess this, in Ebro Observatory (Spain, see page 73 for details) was installed an AWS 

calibrated according the standard metrological procedures at INRiM (to see the details of 

the calibration procedure see page 75). The three-way comparisons (AWSc – MAN – 

AWSu) comprise the period 01/06/2013 – 31/05/2015. The objective of this sub-section is 

to try to analyse which are the real characteristics of the AWS bias (without any other 

influence factor) with the comparison AWSc – MAN and secondly to try to see the 

influence of the introduction of the AWSc with the comparison AWSc – AWSu. 

Figure 5.8 illustrates the daily maximum and minimum temperature differences over the 

last two years (01/06/2013 – 31/05/2015) of paired readings AWSc – MAN, AWSc – 

AWSu and AWSu – MAN. Our findings indicate that remarkable differences exist 

between the AWSc and AWSu, for this case, the means of ΔTmax is 0.34 ºC (0.33 ºC for 

ΔTmin) and for the both variables less than 25 % of the differences are inside the 
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combined calibration uncertainty, this means that most of the 75 % of the AWSu 

observations are potentially wrong.  

Respects to the AWSc-MAN differences, the differences are smaller, the mean of ΔTmax 

is 0.15 ºC and 0.16 ºC for ΔTmin, the both means are inside the combined calibration 

uncertainty. And the most important for both cases, around the 90 % of the paired 

observations are inside the combined calibration uncertainty. This means that the AW S 

bias is smaller if the temperature is recorded by a calibrated AWS.  

If the differences AWSc – MAN with AWSu – MAN are compared, they are apparently of 

similar magnitude. For the whole period, the mean of ΔTmax and ΔTmin AWSu – MAN 

are also inside the combined calibration uncertainty and the percentatge of paired 

observations inside this range is larger than 75 % for the both. But, we cannot forget that 

only in two years we have 2 BPs in AWSu series and especially, the first one has a big 

impact. This means that using AWSu we are introducing a series of errors and we cannot 

ensure the measurement traceability. Only with the introduction of the calibration 

procedures is possible to eliminate the BPs in the AWS – MAN series. This stability of the 

differences makes it possible to apply a correction function or at least a minimise the bias.  

Table 5.5: Statistical results (mean, RMSD and percentage of observations falling inside 

the combined calibration uncertainty -%|U|-) for the daily maximum (ΔTmax) and 

minimum (ΔTmin) differences series estimated from the calibrated AWS (AWSc) minus 

manual (MAN), AWSc minus uncalibrated AWS (AWSu) and AWSu minus MAN. The 

combined calibration uncertainty is ± 0.38 ºC for AWSc-MAN and AWSu-MAN and          

± 0.16 ºC for AWSc – AWSu 

  N Mean [ºC] RMSD [ºC] %| U| 

AWSc - MAN Tmax 725 0.2 0.2 89.2 

 Tmin 721 0.2 0.2 91.5 

AWSc – AWSu Tmax 643 0.3 0.6 22.4 

 Tmin 641 0.3 0.4 12.5 

AWSu - MAN Tmax 643 -0.2 0.6 83.1 

 Tmin 641 -0.2 0.3 75.0 
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 Figure 5.8: Paired daily maximum (left plots) and minimum (right plots) temperature 

differences AWSc - MAN (upper plots), AWSc - AWSu (middle plots) and AWSu – MAN 

(bottom plots) at the Ebro Observatory during the period 01/06/2013 to 31/05/2015. 

Horizontal dashed grey lines represent the combined calibration uncertainty and vertical 

grey lines correspond to changes on AWSu.  

Figure 5.9 provides histograms for ΔTmax and ΔTmin estimated from AWSc – MAN, 

AWSc – AWSu and AWSu – MAN difference series. As it is seen previously, most of the 

AWSc – MAN observations are inside the combined calibration uncertainty, the 

observations that are outside this range are mostly positive. Conversely, the proportion of 

differences outside the combined calibration uncertainty for AWSc – AWSu series is 

much larger, although motst fall between 0.16 ºC and 0.5 ºC but a high proportion (most 

of the 20 % for the two variables) are higher than 0.5 ºC. This means a high difference, 

between both AWS and this causes that the error of AWSu in some cases is too large. Due 

to this, is necessary to highlight that at the end the fact to have a little differences between 

the AWSc and MAN is normal, and something that is expected. Because a complete 

different measurement systems, with different characteristics are compared, but with the 

comparison AWSc – AWSu in the case that the both AWS works properly, is expect to 

have differences 0 (all the differences inside the combined calibration uncertainty). The 
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differences outside this range means that the AWSu are not working properly in some 

situations.    

 

Figure 5.9: Histogram of the daily maximum (left plots) and minimum (right plots) 

temperature differences between AWSc - MAN (upper plots), AWSc - AWSu (middle plots) 

and AWSu – MAN (bottom plots) at the Ebro Observatory during the period 01/06/2013 to 

31/05/2015. In dark red and dark blue (for ΔTmax and ΔTmin) the ΔTmax and ΔTmin 

outside the calibration uncertainty (0.38 ºC for AWSc – MAN and 0.16 ºC for AWSc-

AWSu) 

Otherwise, the ΔTmax and ΔTmin between AWSc-AWSu and AWSu-MAN are 

statistically different for the different seasons. On Figure 5.10 the seasonal boxplots for 

ΔTmax and ΔTmin of AWSc-MAN, AWSc-AWSu and AWSu-MAN are presented. For 

the differences between AWSc-AWSu, the larger differences for ΔTmax and for ΔTmin 
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occur in spring and are positive. In the case of the AWSu-MAN the larger differences are 

also in spring but they are negative.  

For the AWSc – MAN, there are not significant differences on the ΔTmax and ΔTmin 

regarding the season. Only the ΔTmax in winter are less than for summer and annual. But 

for all the seasons the mean of the differences are inside the combined calibration 

uncertainty. 

 

Figure 5.10: Boxplot of seasonal maximum (ΔTmax, left plots) and minimum (ΔTmin, 

right plots) temperature differences between AWSc - MAN (upper plots), AWSc - AWSu 

(middle plots) and AWSu – MAN (bottom plots) at the Ebro Observatory during the period 

01/06/2013 to 31/05/2015. In dark red and dark blue (for ΔTmax and ΔTmin) the ΔTmax 

and ΔTmin outside the calibration uncertainty (0.38 ºC for AWSc – MAN and 0.16 ºC for 

AWSc-AWSu). 
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The fact that the differences AWSu – AWSc and AWSu – MAN present a marked 

seasonality, but the differences AWSc – MAN does not show this beahaviour, means that 

the bias depends on other factors. In chapter 4 we also see that the common characteristic 

of the bias between the different HSPs and between the different observatories is the 

seasonality of the differences and the dependence of the differences with the recorded 

temperature that is observed. This indicates that something is wrong or not too correct 

with the AWSu.  
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Chapter 5 summary 

I. The adoption of the metrological standard procedures is an important step to 

generate climate data of high standards, quality and traceable to international 

standards. 

II. The application or not of the calibration curve in Moncalieri field trial affects the 

quality of the daily data, and also the indices computed without the applicat ion of 

the calibration curve. 

III. The application of any correction due to a comparison procedure to the AWSu 

series, without a whole calibration procedure , has the potential to introduce a 

continuous BPs on the series.  

IV. The not adoption of the metrological standard procedures not only affects the daily 

mean observations, also affects the extremes. So the not application of this 

procedures, also can affect the analysis of extremes events 

V. Although using AWSc, there are a little difference in comparison of the MAN 

observations, this can due to the very different inertia and response of the MAN 

and AWS systems. 

VI. The transition to AWS observing systems has increased the spatial and temporal 

resolution of climate data but has also the potential to introduce biases to climatic 

records. Therefore, the adoption of standard metrological procedures will assist a 

smooth transition between MAN and AWS observing systems.  
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Chapter 6 - Assessing the differences AWSc – MAN at hourly scale 
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In the previous chapter, is shown that the introduction the AWSc can minimise and 

smooth the transition from the MAN observations at daily scale, there remain some 

differences, but we cannot forget, that the two measurements systems are very different, 

so this is what is expected. But there are increasing the studies that use temperature at 

hourly scale, for this in this chapter will be analysed the differences AWSc – MAN at 

hourly scale.  

The first consideration that is making here is that we expect to have high differences than 

at daily scale, because in the instantane ous measurements the difference characteristics  

between both temperature measurement systems are more important.  

This chapter is organised into two parts: in the first part the hourly AWSc-MAN 

correcting and not correcting the observation time are compared and in the second part the 

AWSc hourly measurements with different observation periods are computed.  

6.1 – Adapting the AWSc hourly temperature to the MAN observing times  

The AWSc – MAN differences at hourly scale are larger than at daily scale, as is said this 

is what is expected because at this scale many other factors can influence on the 

difference, like the different response time, the different sensitive element characteristics 

and also the different observation time.  

In general, in the case of the AWS the observations are taken always at the same exact  

time (hour, minute and second), this is not the case of the MAN observations, thus can 

also has an influence on the hourly differences. For this, on Table 6.1 are compared for the 

7 hourly MAN observations the differences AWSc – MAN correcting the observing time 

(ΔTh) or not correcting this (ΔTnh). And only for the 18h the differences are larger when 

the observing time is corrected. For the early measurements (at 6h and 7h) and at 18h the 

differences are lower in both cases and also the percentage of differences inside the 

combined calibration uncertainty are higher , Table 6.1. For both cases, the maximum 
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differences between the AWSc (correcting the hour and not) and the MAN hourly 

observations is at 15h when, normally, the temperatures is reaching its daily maximum 

value.  

On the other side, the differences between ΔTh and ΔTnh are higher at 9h, this is because 

is in this hour when the gradient is higher, so a minimum change on observing time have a 

high influence. Thus, is for this observing times when is more crucial to adapt the both 

measurement time.  

Table 6.1: Statistical results (mean, RMSD and percentage of observations falling inside 

the combined calibration uncertainty -%|U|, 0.38 ºC-) for the hourly temperature 

differences at 6h, 7h, 9h, 13h, 15h and 18h U.T.C AWSc – MAN, correcting the AWSc 

observing times to the MAN observations (ΔTh) or without applying this  correction 

(ΔTnh) 

  
Mean [ºC] RMSD [ºC] %| U| 

Winter 
mean [ºC] 

Summer 
mean [ºC] 

6h ΔTh 0.19 0.31 93.0 0.19 0.18 

 ΔTnh 0.31 0.39 68.6 0.23 0.44 

7h ΔTh 0.16 0.25 93.5 0.19 0.18 

 ΔTnh 0.20 0.42 68.4 0.22 0.24 

9h ΔTh 0.21 0.31 82.3 0.13 0.30 

 ΔTnh 0.41 0.50 47.6 0.34 0.48 

12h ΔTh 0.40 0.51 51.3 0.35 0.42 

 ΔTnh 0.49 0.62 38.4 0.44 0.47 

13h ΔTh 0.42 0.54 48.2 0.35 0.45 

 ΔTnh 0.41 0.62 44.5 0.40 0.48 

15h ΔTh 0.45 0.57 42.5 0.37 0.48 

 ΔTnh 0.46 0.67 48.1 0.38 0.43 

18h ΔTh 0.27 0.71 75.5 0.19 0.36 

 ΔTnh 0.20 0.70 85.9 0.17 0.25 

 

Figure 6. 1 shows for the ΔTh and ΔTnh and also the differences between the AWSc 

without correcting the hour and the AWSu the boxplots for each 7 hourly times.  As is 

shown with the previous statistics, taking the differences between the AWSc and the 

MAN for the both cases, the higher differences are at midday. Taking the AWScnh – 

AWSu the higher hourly differences are at first hours at morning and at late afternoon. 

This is because the minimum temperatures are the most affected.  
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Figure 6. 1:  Boxplots for the hourly differences at 6h, 7h, 9h, 12h, 13h, 15h and 18h UTC 

for the differences AWSc – MAN correcting the AWSc observing times to the MAN 

observations ΔTh (upper left), without applying this correction ΔTnh (upper right) and 

AWSch and AWSu.  

Figure 6.2 shows the hourly differences for winter and summer (in Table 6.1 the mean), in 

all the cases (as for the daily differences) and for all the hours, the higher differences are 

in summer. In general, in winter the differences correcting or not the time are lower than 

for summer, and is also in winter at 9h when the differences correcting or not the hours are 

higher.  

For summer, the differences without time correction are also higher except for the 18h and 

higher than for the whole year.  
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Figure 6.2: Winter (upper plots) and summer (bottom plots) boxplots for the hourly 

differences at 6h, 7h, 9h, 12h, 13h, 15h and 18h UTC for the differences AWSc – MAN 

correcting the AWSc observing times to the MAN observations ΔTh (left) and without 

applying this correction ΔTnh (right) 
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6.2 – Adapting the AWSc hourly temperature to the MAN observing times  

Previously, has been shown that taking the AWSc with the observing times adapted to the 

MAN observations, can reduce the AWSc-MAN bias at hourly scale, but this fact is 

difficult to have in another observatories, for this, in here the hourly AWSc computed in 

different ways are compared with the MAN (see sub-section 3.3.3, page 95 for more 

details).  

The data are split, in one, the 5 minutal observations centered to the exact observing time 

are taken, in another 5 minutal observations before the observing time are taken and in the 

last one 5 minutal observations after the observing time. Table 6.2 shows the mean of the 

hourly differences at 6h, 7h, 9h, 12h, 13h, 15h and 18h AWSc – MAN for different AWSc 

hourly computation.  For all the hours, noither the centred mean of the 5’, nor the mean of 

the 5’ before the exact hour and nor the mean after the 5’ have less difference that using 

the AWSch, except for the 18h. As is expected for the morning and midday hours, the 

minimum differences are when we compare AWSc mean of the 5 minutal observations 

before to the hour and for the afternoon is when we take the 5’ after the hour.  

These differences between the morning observations and afternoon observations are due to 

the different characteristics of the observing systems. In general, the response time of the 

AWS is shorter than the response time of the MAN measuring instruments.  

Table 6.2: Mean for the hourly temperature differences at 6h, 7h, 9h, 13h, 15h and 18h 

U.T.C AWSc – MAN for the AWSch, AWScnh, AWSc taking the 5’ mean centered, AWSc 

taking the mean of the5’ before and AWSc taking the mean of the 5’ after.  

 
AWSch 

[ºC] 
AWScnh 

[ºC] 
Mean 5’ 

[ºC] 
Before 5’ 

[ºC] 
After 5’ 

[ºC] 

6h 0.19 0.31 0.31 0.28 0.29 

7h 0.16 0.20 0.20 0.15 0.25 

9h 0.21 0.41 0.41 0.35 0.47 

12h 0.40 0.49 0.48 0.46 0.50 

13h 0.42 0.41 0.46 0.45 0.47 

15h 0.45 0.46 0.46 0.47 0.39 

18h 0.27 0.21 0.21 0.25 0.17 
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On Figure 6.3 is shown the hourly boxplots for the seven hourly MAN measurements, of 

the differences between the AWScnh, the centered mean of the 5 observations AWSc at 

each hour, the 5 minutal observations AWSc before the exact hour and the 5 minutal 

observations AWSc after the exact hour.  

In the last table is shown that taking the 5-minute mean centered to the each observing 

time does not reduce the bias in any of the 7 hourly observations considerd. Taking the 

AWSc 5’ before not improve the differences computed taking the AWSc corrected at the 

MAN observing hour, but reduces the differences for the first hours of the day, and only 

taking the mean of the 5’ after observations reduce the AWSc  – MAN reduce the 

differences at 18h. 

 

Figure 6.3: : Boxplots for the hourly temperature differences at 6h, 7h, 9h, 13h, 15h and 

18h U.T.C AWSc – MAN for the AWScnh (upper-right plot), AWSc taking the 5’ mean 

centered (upper-left plot), AWSc taking the mean of the5’ before (bottom-left plot) and 

AWSc taking the mean of the 5’ after (bottom-right). 
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Chapter 6 summary 

I. The AWSc – MAN at hourly scale are larger than at daily scale, as consequence as 

to the different measuring systems characteristics and other factors 

II. Another factor that increases the differences at hourly scale is the differences in 

observing times. The AWS generally takes the obervations at the exact observing 

time but in the case of the MAN observations, this became more difficult.  

III. If the AWSc are corrected to the MAN observing times, in general the differences 

were reduced but remain higher than at the daily scale, especially when the 

gradient between the instantaneous measurements are higher (at mid-morning). 

Because in this hours, the different characteristcs of the device like the response 

time, the hysteresis are more important and increase this differences 

IV. As for daily differences, the hourly differences are not equal for the whole year. In 

general the hourly differences in summer are higher than in winter.  

V. Taking the previous different ways to compute the instantaneous AWSc 

measurements, only for the 18h can reduce the differences respect to take the 

AWSc corrected to the MAN hour. But taking for the morning obsevations the 

mean of the 5 minutal observations before the hour and for the afternoon 

observations the 5 minutal observations after the hour can reduce the AWSc – 

MAN differences without correcting the AWSc hour to the MAN 

VI. At hourly scale, the AWSc reduce the bias respects to the AWSu but not at the 

same level that at daily scale, this means that even though the application of the 

metrological standard procedures improve the quality and reliability also of the 

hourly data, the application of this procedures can smooth but not reduce at all 

the hourly differences. At this scale is when the differences of the measurement 

system characteristics are more important.  
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This last results chapter is organised in two sub-sections. The first sub-section, discusses 

the results of homogenisation of the centennial-long monthly maximum and minimum 

temperature series of Moncalieri (1866 – 2012) by applying the HOMER method and the 

estimated uncertainty budget related to the adjustments calculated for each HSP detected.  

In the second sub-section, is provided a first estimation of the combined uncertainty 

budget, taking into account the instrumental plus homogenisation uncertainty and the 

impact in time-series variations.  

7.1 - Homogenisation results of the Moncalieri monthly maximum and minimum 

temperature series 

The monthly maximum and minimum temperature series of Moncalieri Observatory of the 

period 1866 - 2012 have been subjected to a homogenisation procedure with HOMER. 

Different BPs were detected and some of them could be related to physical causes 

according the metadata provided by Di Napoli and Mercali (1996).  

Figure 7.1 is an example of the pairwise seasonal output, is the comparison between the 

candidate monthly maximum temperatures with their reference series providing the 

potential BPs identified.  
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Figure 7.1: Seasonal breakpoint detection results of pairwise detection of HOMER for 

Moncalieri maximum (Tmax) temperature series. Triangles are the potential breakpoints 

(BPs). 

After the whole application of HOMER (Mestre et al., 2013) have been identified 13 BPs 

for Tmax, some of them can be explained by the available metadata. Table 7.1 provides 

the HSP periods and the causes of the BPs. 

Also in  Table 7.1 is provided the estimated homogenisation plus instrumental uncertaint y 

budget, from this, is clear that the highest adjustment uncertainty are for the HSPs 

estimated between 1961 and 1992, when the observations were taken by amateur 

observers and the LIG thermometers where unscreened.  
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Table 7.1: Uncertainty budget estimated from the adjusted monthly maximum temperature 

(Tmax) for every Homogeneous Sub-Period (HSP) identified by the homogenisation 

assessment applied to Moncalieri monthly data 1866-2012, along with the causes 

documented by the metadata. Uh is the uncertainty related to the homogenisation 

procedure, Ur is the calibration uncertainty of the reference stations, Uc is the 

instrumental uncertainty of the candidate stations, UH is the total homogenisation 

uncertainty plus instrumental.  

 
Uh  (ºC) Ur (ºC) Uc (ºC) UH (ºC) Cause BP 

01/1866 - 

11/1879 
0.60 0.33 0.74 1.01 ------ 

12/1879 - 
05/1901 

0.70 0.33 0.74 1.07 Instrument change 

06/1901 - 

07/1903 
0.80 0.33 0.74 1.14 Undocumented 

08/1903 - 
03/1919 

0.61 0.33 0.74 1.02 Change in thermometer exposure 

04/1919 - 

10/1929 
0.90 0.33 0.48 1.06 Change in thermometer exposure 

11/1929 - 

11/1932 
1.00 0.33 0.48 1.16 Change in observing times 

12/1932 - 
11/1939 

0.60 0.33 0.48 0.83 Undocumented 

12/1939 - 

11/1952 
0.54 0.33 0.48 0.80 Undocumented 

12/1952 - 
11/1961 

0.51 0.33 0.48 0.78 Instrument change 

12/1961 - 

11/1975 
0.48 0.33 1.55 1.66 

Starts of non-professional 

measurements 

12/1975 - 

11/1988 
0.50 0.33 1.55 1.66 Undocumented 

12/1988 - 
02/1992 

0.67 0.33 1.55 1.72 Undocumented 

03/1992 - 

11/1994 
0.47 0.33 0.37 0.68 

End of non-professional 

measurements 

12/1994 - 
11/2001 

0.45 0.33 0.37 0.67 Undocumented 

12/2001 - 

12/2012 
- - - 0.32 AWS introduction 

 

In the case of the monthly minimum temperatures, five other HSP were detected. Table 

7.2 shows the HSPs period, the cause of the BPs and the uncertainty budget.  
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Table 7.2: As Table 7.1, but for monthly minimum temperature series of Moncalieri 

Observatory.  

 
Uh  (ºC) Ur (ºC) Uc (ºC) UH (ºC) Cause BP 

01/1866 - 
11/1875 

0.45 0.33 0.74 0.93 -- 

12/1875 - 

11/1931 
0.44 0.33 0.61 0.82 Undocumented 

12/1931 - 

11/1961 
0.44 0.33 0.48 0.73 Undocumented 

12/1961 - 
02/1994 

0.44 0.33 1.55 1.64 
Starts of non-professional 
measurements 

03/1994 - 

12/2012 
- - - 0.32 

End of non-professional 

measurements 

 

As is expected, when the measurements were taken by amateur observers, the total 

uncertainty was larger than for the other periods, because, one source of uncertainty 

considered to computing the Uc is the human’s  errors. The differences in Uh are 

determinate by the period before and after the BP and by the number of BPs. It has to be 

considered, that this is an exploratory estimation of the homogenisation plus instrumental 

uncertainties taking into account the Type A and Type B uncertainties and as impossib le 

to calibrate the LIG used in the earliest measurements, the Uc and Ur have to be derived 

according metrological studies (Knazovickà and Strnad, 2013).  

On the other side, there are other factors that are affecting the measurements and have to 

be considered in a future, for this this has to be considerd as a preliminary assessment of a 

complex problem. 
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7.2 – Results from the joint estimation of instrumental plus homogenisation 

uncertainties for Moncalieri 

In previous chapters the importance of adopting calibration procedures is explained. But 

this is not enough, and we also have to try to adopt these metrological approaches on our 

historical series, and try to start to estimate the uncertainties for every individual 

measurement that compose our temperature time-series. In here, are showed the results 

and impact in temperature variations and trends of adding the combined uncertainty 

budget to ensure a more complete traceability of the Moncalieri monthly temperature 

series. 

Figure 7.2 shows the annual time variations for the Moncalieri annual adjusted maximum 

(upper plot) and minimum (bottom plot) series for the period 1866 – 2012, along with the 

uncertainty bars estimated individually for each year and the OLS and WLS trends. Both 

time-series show similar time variation, but for Tmax the annually averaged series 

indicates larger interannual variability. Similar variations and temporal evolution in the 

Moncalieri adjusted Tmax and Tmin series at the annual scale have been identified by 

Brunetti et al. (2006) over the whole of Italy, by Abarca del Río et al. (2006) over France 

and Brunet et al. (2007) over mainland Spain.  

The key difference between this study and the previous one is the estimation of annual 

uncertainty derived from the combined analysis of instrumental plus homogenisation 

uncertainties. This approach increases the data traceability and robustness over the whole 

period and, therefore, the reliability of any climate and climate change study that uses 

these data. In addition, is also with the Figure 7.2 that not all the annual values have 

similar uncertainties, as they are calculated individually for each HSP, for this the larger 

uncertainties bars are for the years between 1961 and 1991.  
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Figure 7.2: Annual evolution of the Moncalieri adjusted annual maximum (upper plots) 

and minimum (bottom plots) temperature series (grey thick line) for the 1866-2012 period, 

along with the homogenisation uncertainty bars for each year and the OLS (dotted line) 

and WLS (striped line) trends.  
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Table 7.3 give the trends for the periods 1866-2012, 1950-2012 and 1980-2012 for the 

annual maximum and minimum temperatures using OLS and WLS techniques. For all the 

trends except for the trend in annual minimum temperatures of the period 1950-2012 are 

significant at 95%. As for other variables, the annual minimum temperature trends are  

larger than the annual maximum temperature trend for both OLS and WLS estimation. For 

the computation of the WLS trend, are also taking into account the UH of the annual 

means. In all cases, the trends (OLS and WLS) are different and larger when the total 

homogenisation uncertainty is considered. For the OLS trend of the annual maximum 

temperatures for the period 1980 – 2012 are 0.248 ± 0.099 ºC/decade and the WLS is                             

0.276 ± 0.019 ºC/decade or for the annual minimum temperature of the same period, the 

OLS trend is 0.378 ± 0.087 ºC/decade and the WLS is 0.547 ± 0.101 ºC/ decade. Despite 

the uncalibrated sensors and the breakpoints detected in the time-series, the relative trends 

emerging from original data (especially for Tmin trend of 1866-2013) are positive and also 

consistent with the other ones observed in Italy and Europe, and with other proxies 

included the strong glacier retreat at observed in the near Alps. Such trend is all the way of 

different amplitude with respect to neighboring homogenised series (especially the 

monthly Tmax) due to the large amount of BPs and poor quality of observation carried on 

during the years. The use of calibrated instrument, now associated to the series, and a 

well-defined traceability and calibration frequency will solve this problem, making the 

series more reliable.  
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Table 7.3: Trend for the annual Maximum and Minimum Temperature of the periods 

1866-2012, 1950-2012 and 1980-2012 using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) and Weighted 

Least Squares (WLS). Significance trend at 95% in bold.  

 
Annual Tmax 

OLS [ºC/dec.] 

Annual Tmax 

WLS [ºC/dec.] 

Annual Tmin 

OLS [ºC/dec.] 

Annual Tmin 

WLS [ºC/dec.] 

1866 - 2012 0.042 ± 0.012 0.068 ± 0.011 0.102 ± 0.012 0.150 ± 0.009 

1950 - 2012 0.091 ± 0.044 0.097 ± 0.047 0.341 ± 0.034 0.288 ± 0.036 

1980 - 2012 0.248 ± 0.099 0.276 ± 0.019 0.378 ± 0.087 0.547 ± 0.101 

 

The main result was to apply the calibration procedures in order to link in a continuous 

way the old homogenised data, with new, modern instrument providing accurate records. 
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Chapter 7 summary 

I. Generally, the historical temperature time-series are affected by different bias 

breaking the homogeneity of the series, during the last decades there have done a 

very good work to improve the methods and procedures to homogenise these data , 

but not to compute the uncertainties related with these procedures.  

II. It is also important to give traceability to the historical temperature time-series, so 

only the combination of the instrumental plus homogenisation uncertainties can 

helps to this.  

III. The introduction of the instrumental plus instrumental uncertainty not only has an 

impact on the mean and on the individual observations, also on the trend. 
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In this last chapter are provided the conclusions and discussion (first part) and ideas for 

the further work (second part).  

This thesis deals with a complex problem, the characterisation of the bias introduced by 

automatisation of the weather stations. Previously, other studies have explored this 

problem, but as shown in chapter 2, the main problem of these previous studies is that in 

the most part they are mixing other factors, rather than isolating only the AWS bias. For 

this, the novelty of this study is that tries to be a bridge between the metrology and the 

climatology and meteorology to assess the characteristics of the bias.  

8.1. Conclusions and discussion 

The measurement of the air-temperature is a complex procedure. Many factors are 

involved in the measurements, the two most important of which are the temperature 

measurement instrument or system and the shelter in which the instrument is placed. A 

small change in one of these factors can have a large impact on the air-temperature 

measurements. 

It is known that the introduction of the AWS means a complete change in the temperature 

measurements, and with this the measurements are more complex, as there are more parts 

that contributes to the measurements and also the sensitive element is completely 

different. Thus, one can expect that the transition to this type of  temperature measurement 

system can introduce a bias on the temperature time-series.  

Other previous studies confirm this hypothesis, but in many cases the characteristics of 

this bias are not equal for different countries and networks. So, this shows that will be 

some other factors in this AWS transition that gives this high variability. 

The first part of this thesis tries to identify characteristics of the bias using three parallel 

daily temperatures series in Spain. For this part, the main conclusion is that the transition 

to the AWS introduces a bias on the time-series and the distribution of the differences 
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shows the complexity of the bias. The main characteristic of the bias when the AWSs are 

not calibrated against the metrological standard procedures is the strong dependence of the 

bias magnitude and sign on the particular AWSu installed and on the particular corrections 

applied to the AWSu measurements due to comparison procedures. As a result, this 

increase the complexity to try to correct or at least minimise the bias.    

These comparison procedures are only checks to know if the AWSu is working properly 

or not, so many times, these comparison procedures are accompanied with biases on the 

parallel AWSu – MAN series. Thus, the characteristics of the bias are not only changing 

with the different AWSu, they are also changing due to this procedure. This implies that 

every 6 months – 2 years, some correction can be applied to the AWSu or the AWSu can 

be replaced, introducing a bias in the air-temperature series. For these, before any study 

that tries to assess the AWS bias characteristics, firstly the temperature parallel 

measurements should be submitted to a break points detection test, to define the different 

homogenous sub-periods. 

In any case, the bias tends to be larger for daily maximum temperature than for minimum 

temperature observations and this bias , in general, is dependent on the season. This 

seasonality of the differences is statistically significant for the three stations studied and 

for both, daily maximum and minimum temperature variables. This indicates that the 

recorded temperature has a high impact on the differences. Another conclusion of this first 

analysis is the higher dependence of the bias with the recorded temperature. The bias is 

larger or not depending on the higher/lower temperatures. This shows the impact of non 

calibration on the AWS-MAN bias. On the other side, the covariables independently have  

not a high impact on the differences, but when the days are stratified according the wind-

speed and the number of sunshine hours, the characteristics of the bias are different 

regarding this type of days. Thus, to correct, or at least to minimise, the AWSu-MAN bias 

will be necessary firstly to assess the homogeneity of the parallel measurements and 

consider the dependence of the ΔTmax and ΔTmin with the recorded Tmax and Tmin. The 

highest differences of the bias regarding the AWSu and the HSP make it more difficult to 

homogenise with the current homogenisation methods. 

Another important point is the higher influence on the bias due to the different sensors 

sheltering than to the AWS bias isolated. Seen with the parallel measurements in Fabra 

Observatory during the MCV periods in which the AWS was inside to a multiplate screen. 

The fact that the multiplate screens are smaller and is made of plastic or fiberglass and the 
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Stevenson Screen is bigger and made of wood, means that the conditions inside the two 

screens are not the same and especially, the response time of the two shelters to the 

environment changes are different. Otherwise, the degradation of the multiplate screen 

faster and accoding to Lopardo et al., 2014 in three years the degradation of these type of 

screens affects the temperature measurements.  

From chapter 5 the metrological standard procedures are introduced, to analyse if this 

procedures can improve the quality and reliability of the temperature time-series and 

secondly, to try to isolate the AWS bias to other factors. The first conclusion of this part of 

the study is that the introduction of the metrological standard procedures has a high impact 

on the temperature time-series, so from the national meteorological services these 

procedures have to be adopted periodically to generate climate data of high standards and 

quality. The application of calibration results not only affects the mean, but also has a high 

impact on the extremes and on the indices derived from these data. Another important fact 

is that the introduction of these procedures can smooth the impact of AWS transition and 

reduce the multiple BPs introduced by comparison procedure. Otherwise, although using 

AWSc, there continues to be a little difference with the MAN measurements, this can be 

due to the different inertia of the two measurements systems.  

Chapter 6 deals with the AWS – MAN bias at the hourly scale. At this scale, as is shown, 

there are many other factors that affect the differences and athough is better to use AWSc 

with this the differences are larger than at the daily scale. With the assessment of the 

AWS- MAN differences at the hourly scale, there are two problems: the first one is that 

there is not a consensus about how to compute the AWS observations so due to this it is 

more difficult to generalise the results. On the other side, the AWS and the MAN 

measurements are not observed instantaneously, so this introduces more noise in the 

assessment. The results show that the higher differences occur when the temperature 

gradient is higher, for the different characteristics of the both devices. Thus, at the hourly 

scale, the adoption of the standard metrological procedures does improve the 

measurements by reducing the bias, but it is not the only solution. It could be useful to 

continue assessing the differences at hourly scale, maintain or implement also the record 

of the observing time on the MAN observations. 

And lastly, in this study is given a preliminary way to compute the homogenisation plus 

instrumental uncertainty for historical temperature time-series, to give traceability and 

reliability to these series. It is homogenised the monthly maximum and minimum air-
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temperature time-series and this uncertainty is assessed for the centennial statation of 

Moncalieri affected by different changes to the instruments, observing practice and 

shelters. The results indicate that this affects not only the individual data and the mean 

also the long-term trend.  

In conclusion, this work contributes to assessment of temperature measurement 

characterisation that combines climatology and metrology, which can solve or at least 

minimise one part of the problem. However, this is only the beginning. There are many 

other factors that can affect the quality of the temperature measurements and many times 

the introduction of the AWS has been accompanied by a change in the shelter or a 

relocation of the station, or there will be different change on the surrounding 

environtment. This makes it is necessary to continue studying the characteristics of the  

temperature measurements. Only with this is possible to improve the quality of long-term 

temperature time-series and so consequently improve the reliability of studies based on 

these data. It is indisputable that the climate is changing, but to give a better estimation at 

local and regional scale is necessary to continue working to improve data quality and 

reliability. 
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8.2 - Further work 

The first thing required to extend this work is to continue assessing the AWSc-MAN 

differences at hourly scale. There are many other factors that are affecting the 

measurements and we have to try clarify and quantify their influence. 

There are many other factors that are affecting the measurements, under this thesis the 

field trial of Ebro Observatory have been expanded in order to analyse the differnces 

between the Stevenson Screens and the aspirated Young screen. The first results indicate  

that different shelters introduce a larger bias on the temperature data-series than the AWS 

bias, and the differences are mostly affected by other factors like the radiation, the wind 

speed and the humidity. But remains many other source that can affect the measurements 

and need to be studied, like the station replacement (for example from the cities to the 

airports, from the cities to countryside) or how the surroundings can affect the 

measurements, the type of vegetation close to the stations, the distance between the station 

and builds, the distance between the station and the sea or the rivers.  

On the other side, the introduction of the standard metrological procedures improves the 

temperature data quality, but to adopt this procedure requires equipment. Under the 

MeteoMet project different prototypes or portable climatic chambers have been designed. 

But this procedure implies to have some trained staff. Otherwise, as is shown the 

calibration uncertainty is very high (especially due to the thermal inhomogeneity of the 

climatic chamber), so an imporovement is also required for these chambers and the 

procedures employed to try to reduce this uncertainty to improve the studies derived to 

data.  

Otherwise, in thesis is only estimated the instrumental plus homogenisation uncertainty, 

thus is also necessary to study the uncertainty derived by the shelter, the surroundings.  

At the national and international scale many efforts are being made, which permits this 

field to continue on this way and at the end, ideally, to have a whole model of all the 

components that are involved on temperature measurements.  
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Annexes 

A.1 – Ebro Observatory temperature measurement systems installed 

In sub-section 2.2.3 – What is an Automatic Weather Station (page 58) is shown that the 

AWS are composed by different parts. 

In Ebro Observatory, under the project MeteoMet/REG-5 are installed two temperature 

measurement systems (page 73). The first one was installed in 2013 to try to do a correct 

comparison AWSc-MAN, the temperature measurement system before to be installed was 

calibrated. The second one was installed in April 2016 to try to analyse the differences 

between the Stevenson Screen and the Young screen. For this, the temperature 

measurement system is a clone of the first one (all the parts of the system are equal).  

For both temperature measurement systems the sensor is a Pt100 (1/3 DIN four wires) and 

the CPU is composed by different modules. 

As is explained to measure the temperature, the resistance works due to the voltage 

variation, this means that is necessary to creat a circuit where has been measured the 

output voltage when a determinate power supply is applied. The both Pt100 installed in 

Ebro Observatory are a Pt100 1/3 DIN 4 wires (Figure A1.1), this means that the sensor 

power supply and the measurement are independent, there is a cable for the power supply 

and another for the measurement. The datalogger is in charge to provide the required 

voltage to obtain the data.  

 

Figure A1.1: Image of the 4 wires Pt100 connected to the harness. Image source: A. 

Gilabert 
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The CPU is composed by: 

 The computation unit (Figure A1.2) installed in Ebro Observatory is composed by 

three main parts: 

The A/D converter: the sensor output is directly connected to an A/D converter 

(analogic – digital). Generally, the output signal of the sensors is analogical, for the 

temperature sensors, generally the output signal cames from 0 to 5 V for a temperature 

range of -40 to 85 ºC. The problem is that the microprocessor needs to transmit 

information as a binary data. So the A/D converter converts the analog signal (in this 

case voltage) to digital data composed by 0 and 1.  The resolution of the A/D installed 

in Ebro Observatory is 16 bits, which means 65536 counts; from 0 to 5 V, thus the 

resolution is 0.002 ºC. This system offers a resolution lower than the output 

measurement (0.01 ºC). This means that the system does not introduce additional erros 

or loss of information on the sensor output. So the integrity of the data is guaranteed.  

The  microcontroller: is the part in charge to obtain the information from the A/D and 

provide this information to the RS485 module.  

The RS485 module : is the component that converts the digital information provided 

by the microcontroller to the RS458 data transmission protocol (D+ and D -) that will 

be send through the antenna.  
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Figure A1.2: Image of the computation unit installed in Ebro Observatory field trial. 

Image source: A. Gilabert     

 

Figure A1.3: Image of the measuring and transmiting module installed in Ebro 

Observatory field trial. Image source: A. Gilabert 
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 The radio transceiver (Figure A1.4): to connect the measuring and transmitting module 

and the receiving module. Composed by two antennas.  

a.           b.  

Figure A1.4: Image of the two antennas, (a) connected to the measuring and transmitting 

module and (b) connected to the receiving module. Image source: A. Gilabert 

 

 The receiving module (Figure A1.5): is composed by RS485 to RS232 converter and 

its associated power supply. The output of the receiving module is connected to a 

datalogger through RS232 communication protocol  

 

Figure A1.5: Image of the receiving module installed in Ebro Observatory field trial. 

Image source: A. Gilabert 
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 The datalogger: is composed by the computer and the program that transforms the data 

 

Figure A1.6: The computer that stores the data and in which is installed the program 

which manages the temperature measurement system and transforms the data.  Image 

source: A. Gilabert 

a.    b.  

Figure A1.7: Image inside the Stevenson Screen (in which there is installed the AWSc 1) 

and image of the Stvenson Screen and at rear the Young Screen (in which there is 

installed the AWSc 2). Image source: A. Gilabert 
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A.2 – Other results 

Table A2.1: The percentage of the daily maximum and minimum temperature differences 

AWSu – MAN of Ebro Observatory (ΔTmax and ΔTmin) for the 8 HSPs detected for the 

differences lower than -1.5 ºC, between -1.5 and -1 ºC, between -1 and -0.5 ºC, between -

0.5 and 0.0 ºC, between 0 and 0.5 ºC, between 0.5 and 1 ºC, between 1 and 1.5 ºC and 

greater than 1.5 ºC. 

 
 

< -1.5 
ºC 

-1.5,  -
1 ºC 

-1,     -
0.5ºC 

-0.5, 0 
ºC 

0, 0.5 
ºC 

0.5, 1 
ºC 

1, 1.5 
ºC 

> 1.5 
ºC 

SEAC2 

ΔTmax 
[%] 

16.8 54.2 26.0 2.9 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 

ΔTmin 
[%] 

1.3 48.3 48.7 1.2 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 

SEAC1 

ΔTmax 
[%] 

1.4 20.3 54.1 20.3 3.8 0.1 0.0 0.0 

ΔTmin 
[%] 

1.3 21.8 75.1 1.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 

SOSS3 

ΔTmax 

[%] 
0.0 0.2 0.2 20.9 72.5 6.2 0.0 0.0 

ΔTmin 

[%] 
0.0 0.0 0.0 20.8 77.7 1.3 0.2 0.0 

SOSS2 

ΔTmax 

[%] 
0.0 0.0 1.9 22.2 53.4 21.5 1.0 0.0 

ΔTmin 

[%] 
0.1 0.0 0.0 1.3 60.1 36.4 1.8 0.2 

SOSS1 

ΔTmax 

[%] 
0.1 0.0 0.5 11.6 70.6 17.2 0.2 0.0 

ΔTmin 

[%] 
0.0 0.0 0.2 5.8 87.6 5.5 0.6 0.2 

ESOS3 

ΔTmax 

[%] 
0.0 0.3 11.1 79.9 8.3 0.4 0.0 0.0 

ΔTmin 

[%] 
0.0 0.4 19.0 73.7 5.6 1.0 0.1 0.0 

ESOS2 

ΔTmax 

[%] 
0.0 0.0 0.7 58.5 40.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 

ΔTmin 
[%] 

0.0 0.0 0.0 66.2 33.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 

ESOS1 

ΔTmax 
[%] 

0.0 0.0 2.0 87.9 10.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 

ΔTmin 
[%] 

0.3 0.7 1.3 82.7 13.4 1.0 0.3 0.3 
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Table A2.2: Basic statistics estimated for each homogeneous sub-period (HSP) mean 

differences and root-mean square deviation (RMSD) for maximum temperature 

differences (ΔTmax) and minimum temperature differences (ΔTmin) for the difference 

seasons of Ebro Observatory. 

  Mean RMSD 

 
 DJF MAM JJA SON DJF MAM JJA SON 

SEAC2 

ΔTmax 

[%] 
-1.0 -1.2 -1.3 -1.0 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.1 

ΔTmin 

[%] 
-0.9 -0.9 -1.0 -0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0 

SEAC1 

ΔTmax 

[%] 
-0.5 -0.8 -0.9 -0.5 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.6 

ΔTmin 

[%] 
-0.9 -0.9 -0.8 -0.8 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.8 

SOSS3 

ΔTmax 

[%] 
0.3 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.3 

ΔTmin 

[%] 
0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.3 

SOSS2 

ΔTmax 
[%] 

0.5 0.2 0.0 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.5 

ΔTmin 
[%] 

0.5 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.6 

SOSS1 

ΔTmax 
[%] 

0.4 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.5 

ΔTmin 
[%] 

0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4 

ESOS3 

ΔTmax 
[%] 

-0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 

ΔTmin 

[%] 
-0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 

ESOS1 

ΔTmax 

[%] 
-0.2 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

ΔTmin 

[%] 
-0.1 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.3 
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Table A2.3: The mean for maximum and minimum temperature difference series AWSu-

MAN of Ebro Observatory of SEAC2, SOSS2 and ESOS2 according the stratification of 

the days depending the wind speed and the sunshine hours. W-O windy and overcast days, 

W-C (windy and clear days), C-O (calm and overcast days) and C-C (calm and clear 

days).On methodology (Page 93) to see the wind speed and sunshine hours thresholds. 

 SEAC2 SOSS2 ESOS3 

 ΔTmax[ºC] ΔTmin[ºC] ΔTmax[ºC] ΔTmin[ºC] ΔTmax[ºC] ΔTmin[ºC] 

W-O -1.2  -1.0 0.3 0.5 -0.4 -0.3 

W – C -1.2 -1.0 0.2 0.5 -0.3 -0.3 

C – O -1.0 -0.9 0.4 0.5 -0.3 -0.3 

C – C -1.3 -0.9 0.2 0.5 0.0 -0.3 

Winter 

W-O -1.1 -1.1 0.3 0.5 -0.3 -0.3 

W – C -1.1 -1.0  0.3 0.5 -0.2 -0.3 

C – O -1.0 -0.9 0.4 0.5 -0.3 -0.4 

C – C -0.7 -0.9  0.8 0.5 0.1 -0.2 

Summer 

W-O -1.3 -1.0 0.2 0.6 -0.4 -0.4 

W – C -1.3 -1.0 0.0 0.5 -0.4 -0.3 

C – O -1.3 -1.0 0.1 0.4 -0.3 -0.3 

C – C -1.4 -1.0 0.0 0.4 -0.3 -0.3 
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Table A2.4: The percentage of the daily maximum and minimum temperature differences 

AWSu – MAN of Fabra Observatory (ΔTmax and ΔTmin) for the 6 HSPs detected for the 

differences lower than -1.5 ºC, between -1.5 and -1 ºC, between -1 and -0.5 ºC, between -

0.5 and 0.0 ºC, between 0 and 0.5 ºC, between 0.5 and 1 ºC, between 1 and 1.5 ºC and 

greater than 1.5 ºC. 

  < -1.5 

ºC 

-1.5,  -

1 ºC 

-1,     -

0.5ºC 

-0.5, 0 

ºC 

0, 0.5 

ºC 

0.5, 1 

ºC 

1, 1.5 

ºC 

> 1.5 

ºC 

MCV1.2 

ΔTmax 

[%] 

0.0 0.3 0.2 2.1 2.4 1.5 1.8 91.7 

ΔTmin 

[%] 

5.2 14.1 39.2 34.4 5.2 0.6 0.3 1.0 

MCV1.1 

ΔTmax 

[%] 

1.1 1.7 4.9 9.8 12.3 20.8 18.4 30.9 

ΔTmin 

[%] 

3.3 9.8 15.4 41.7 21.9 7.2 0.2 0.5 

MCV2.3 

ΔTmax 

[%] 

4.7 5.3 12.2 12.4 15.0 19.9 15.0 15.6 

ΔTmin 

[%] 

3.6 22.2 55.6 17.2 0.8 0.4 0.0 0.2 

MCV2.2 

ΔTmax 

[%] 

0.0 0.0 0.6 1.8 7.8 12.7 21.1 55.9 

ΔTmin 
[%] 

0.8 1.2 8.3 44.7 39.6 5.0 0.4 0.0 

MCV2.1 

ΔTmax 
[%] 

0.0 0.4 1.1 6.4 11.6 18.4 21.1 41.0 

ΔTmin 
[%] 

0.2 5.5 39.2 50.1 4.8 0.0 0.0 0.2 

Vaisala 

ΔTmax 
[%] 

0.0 0.0 6.6 65.0 27.5 0.8 0.1 0.0 

ΔTmin 
[%] 

0.0 0.2 8.7 84.8 6.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table A2.5: The mean for maximum and minimum temperature difference series AWSu-

MAN of Fabra Observatory of MCV1.2, MCV2.2 and Vaisala according the stratification 

of the days depending the wind speed and the sunshine hours. W-O windy and overcast 

days, W-C (windy and clear days), C-O (calm and overcast days) and C-C (calm and 

clear days).On methodology (Page 93) to see the wind speed and sunshine hours 

thresholds. 

 MCV1.2 MCV2.2 Vaisala 

 ΔTmax[ºC] ΔTmin[ºC] ΔTmax[ºC] ΔTmin[ºC] ΔTmax[ºC] ΔTmin[ºC] 

W-O 1.9 -0.5 0.9 0.1 -0.2 -0.3 

W – C 4.2 -0.6 2.6 -0.1 -0.1 -0.2 

C – O 2.8 -0.5 1.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.2 

C – C 4.0 -0.7 2.1 -0.2 0.1 -0.1 

Winter 

W-O 0.2 -0.5 0.6 0.2 -0.3 -0.4 

W – C 2.8 -0.5 1.4 -0.1 -0.3 -0.3 

C – O 2.1 -0.6 0.9 0.0 -0.2 -0.2 

C – C 4.5 -1.3 1.8 0.0 -0.3 -0.2 

Summer 

W-O 3.5 -0.7 2.4 0.0 -0.1 -0.2 

W – C 4.3 -0.5 3.5 0.0 0.1 -0.1 

C – O 3.0 -0.5 0.8 -0.2 0.1 -0.1 

C – C 4.0 -0.4 2.1 -0.5 0.1 -0.1 
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Table A2.6: The percentage of the daily maximum and minimum temperature differences 

AWSu – MAN of Murcia Observatory (ΔTmax and ΔTmin) for the 4 HSPs detected for the 

differences lower than -1.5 ºC, between -1.5 and -1 ºC, between -1 and -0.5 ºC, between -

0.5 and 0.0 ºC, between 0 and 0.5 ºC, between 0.5 and 1 ºC, between 1 and 1.5 ºC and 

greater than 1.5 ºC. 

 
 

< -1.5 

ºC 

-1.5,  -

1 ºC 

-1,     -

0.5ºC 

-0.5, 0 

ºC 

0, 0.5 

ºC 

0.5, 1 

ºC 

1, 1.5 

ºC 

> 1.5 

ºC 

SEAC4 

ΔTmax 

[%] 
0.0 0.4 6.5 40.3 46.3 5.8 0.5 0.4 

ΔTmin 

[%] 
0.0 0.0 0.2 5.2 46.0 44.9 3.1 0.6 

SEAC3 

ΔTmax 

[%] 
2.7 12.7 33.1 33.3 16.2 2.0 0.0 0.0 

ΔTmin 

[%] 
0.0 0.0 0.3 3.0 16.3 47.1 27.2 6.0 

SEAC2 

ΔTmax 

[%] 
0.0 0.2 1.2 10.5 56.0 30.2 1.9 0.0 

ΔTmin 

[%] 
0.0 0.2 1.2 17.2 56.4 23.2 1.6 0.2 

SEAC1 

ΔTmax 

[%] 
0.3 1.5 5.0 43.6 42.7 6.2 0.5 0.2 

ΔTmin 
[%] 

0.0 0.5 2.7 24.1 60.0 11.8 0.8 0.2 
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Table A2.7: The mean for maximum and minimum temperature difference series AWSu-

MAN of Murcia Observatory of SEAC4, SEAC3, SEAC2 and SEAC1 according the 

stratification of the days depending the wind speed and the sunshine hours. W-O windy 

and overcast days, W-C (windy and clear days), C-O (calm and overcast days) and C-C 

(calm and clear days).On methodology (Page 93) to see the wind speed and sunshine 

hours thresholds. 

 SEAC4 SEAC3 SEAC2 SEAC1 

 
ΔTmax 

[ºC] 

ΔTmin 

[ºC] 

ΔTmax 

[ºC] 

ΔTmin 

[ºC] 

ΔTmax 

[ºC] 

ΔTmin 

[ºC] 

ΔTmax 

[ºC] 

ΔTmin 

[ºC] 

W-O 0.0 0.6 -0.3 0.8 0.2 0.2 -0.2 0.2 

W – C 0.1 0.6 -0.7 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.1 

C – O 0.1 0.4 0.0 0.9 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.3 

C – C -0.1 0.4 -0.6 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.2 

Winter 

W-O 0.1 0.5 0.1 1.1 0.2 0.2 -0.2 0.2 

W – C -0.1 0.4 -0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.1 

C – O 0.2 0.4 0.2 1.0 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.3 

C – C -0.1 0.5 -0.3 1.1 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.2 

Summer 

W-O 0.1 0.5 -0.4 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.2 

W – C 0.1 0.7 -0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 -0.2 0.1 

C – O 0.1 0.3 -0.7 0.5 0.7 0.5 0.1 0.2 

C – C 0.1 0.7 -0.7 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.2 
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